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Functional support for Emergency Services Sector 

The Emergency Service Sector (ESS) in South Australia comprises the Country Fire Service (CFS), 
Metropolitan Fire Service (MFS), State Emergency Service (SES), Volunteer Marine Rescue (VMR) 
and the South Australian Fire and Emergency Services Commission (SAFECOM) 

The ESS 2025 Strategic Plan outlines our priorities over the coming decade to harmonise, align and 
modernise our operational capability and capacity.  We have defined 21 strategic programs for action 
that will deliver the outcomes we seek. 

These individual programs focus on supporting our frontline people and the communities they serve.  
We need a consistent planning and performance framework along with sector wide plans for Finance, 
People, Capability, ICT and Public Information, Community, Engagement & Media. 

The sector is blessed with hardworking, committed and highly trained people, both staff and 
volunteers alike.  Of paramount importance is their reputation in the community and maintaining the 
trust of all South Australians. 

Central to CFS, MFS, SES and VMR doing their job to the highest standard is having the right “back 
office” when it comes to functional support. That functional support needs to be provided in an 
efficient manner that does not compromise the operational capabilities of the emergency service 
organisations (ESO). 

Volunteers and operational staff are the major component of the ESS workforce and without 
appropriate support from the ESO’s and from SAFECOM we run the risk of losing the goodwill and 
commitment of these people and any degradation of frontline support (eg: training, equipment, 
services etc) places South Australia at risk both operationally and financially. 

In May 2014 Ernst and Young (EY) undertook an independent review of the shared services in the fire 
and emergency services sector.   

Key findings from that report included: 

• Further resources are required in the areas of Volunteer Support, HR, WHS, Assets and 
Procurement. Other areas which require investment and are no longer formerly within the 
remit of SAFECOM include records management, insurance, media, risk management and 
internal audit 

• SAFECOM employs a higher cost / FTE ratio compared to benchmarks and the current span 
of control is 1 manager to 3 employees compared to typical government structures of one to 
somewhere between 6 and 10 

• Opportunities exist for wider sharing of services extending to operational support services 
such as Assets and Logistics, Training and Community Education 

• SAFECOM’s service model could be improved by amalgamating volunteer support with HR 
under a business partnering arrangement with CFS and SES and by transferring emergency 
management functions to SES on a lead agency basis or other agency as determined through 
consultation 

• There are significant opportunities to improve governance, accountability service and 
performance management and continuous improvement mechanisms.  

Recommendations from that report were: 

• Right size corporate services and strategic management 
• Conduct further analysis to share and streamline operational support services 
• Optimise the services model structure of SAFECOM 
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• Strengthen accountability and governance mechanism 
• Embed service management and performance management 
• Implement a continuous improvement program and build relevant capability 

 
In September 2015 EY undertook further work to design an integrated services model for providing 
functional support to the ESS.  An integrated services model (were it to be implemented) undoubtedly 
has the potential to “…improve consistency and quality of (corporate) services as well as reduce the 
instances of duplication”. However, the EY review and its draft report remains silent on the potential 
impact of such a change on the quality and availability of operational services delivered by the 
sector. This a significant challenge as all three ESO’s rely on their internal functional support staff for 
incident management, operational coordination functions and surge capacity.  
 
The report identifies a theoretical model for optimal FTE allocation based on reported work effort from 
a subset of employees from across the sector. However, the report does not attempt to address EY’s 
finding from 2014 that confirm the sector is under-resourced to deliver corporate services and is 
leaner than the top performing benchmark organisations across Finance, Procurement, HR and IT by 
a factor of three (considering paid workforce only) to six (assuming a volunteer relies on 1/10th the 
corporate support effort of a paid staff member). 

EY Independent review of shared services in the fire and emergency services sector Date 1st May 2014  

 

Based on consultation and analysis, it appears that there are no significant FTE savings to be had.  
Therefore the focus needs to be on providing complete, consistent and better functional support to the 
sector. In moving to an Integrated Services model it would be easy to create a perception that 
SAFECOM had grown headcount at the expense of the ESOs. 
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This might become counterproductive as ‘back office’ is always seen as being the easy target for cost 
cutting versus reducing frontline services.  This is despite the fact that the head count allocated to 
functional support is very lean and supports  a workforce of 17,000 across 425 CFS Brigades, 36 
MFS Stations and 67 SES Units.  Additionally there would be significant effort required to move to an 
integrated services model and equally significant risk involved for no immediate financial benefit. 
Accordingly there is little appetite to implement the Integrated Services model for functional support 
on a sector wide basis.  

SAFECOM also needs to provide a modest but appropriate level of project management support for 
Project Darwin and the associated 21 strategic priorities.  These projects are not going to become 
reality without the application of good project management disciplines.  What also needs to reside 
within the Project Management Office is the analytical capability to support both the ESOs and the 
various functional support areas.  Evidence and fact based decision making is critical to our future 
success and this originates from accurate business analytics. 

All of this change and evolution needs to be undertaken in an environment of tight budgets and with 
strong financial management discipline.  SAFECOM and the ESO’s all have budget pressures. In 
simplistic terms the ESS needs to live within its means and we need to adjust expectations, both 
externally with the community and internally with all stakeholders, so that we have the budget to 
deliver what we promise. 

 

The future state of functional support to ESS has been laid out in in presentations given to 
management and staff in late October. The presentation is on the SAFECOM website. These plans 
were then reviewed in the supplementary report prepared by EY. 

 

Both the EY Draft report dated 25 September 2015 and the EY Supplementary report dated 28 
October are attached.   
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Executive summary


The Emergency Services Sector (ESS) is entering a new era with its Strategic Plan 2015-2025
(SP2025) providing the vision, high level directions and priority strategies to be delivered over the
coming decade to align, harmonise and modernise the ESS.


One of the SP2025’s twenty-one priority projects to be addressed is to develop and implement an
Integrated Services Model across the ESS to deliver efficient, effective and sustainable functional
support services, achieve the best outcomes possible and effectively use resources.


SAFECOM engaged EY to assist in designing an integrated support services model at a functional
level across the ESS, encompassing an assessment of current effort towards frontline support
services, alignment of current services to future structures and service delivery channels, and the
development of an implementation plan to provide the way for transitioning to the new model.


EY’s project approach was based on regular and targeted stakeholder engagement in defining the
scope of services and staff involved in delivering frontline support services, obtaining data on
current work effort allocation across the range of frontline support services from over 250 staff,
and validate a proposed future operating model for frontline support services, by obtaining feedback
on the decision tree and its application across the taxonomy of services defined.


Data analysis reveals there is 183.91 FTE of effort associated with frontline support services across
the sector, delivered at a labour cost of $18.7mn. This figure excludes operational training. 116.9
FTE (or 64% of this effort) towards frontline support services is performed by agency staff (CFS,
MFS, SES), whilst the remaining 67 FTE (36%) is performed by SAFECOM staff. Communications is
the function with the greatest proportion of support effort (30% of total, largely due to the CRD/SAC
Communications Centre), followed by Executive Support and Administration (13%).


Furthermore, through stakeholder meetings, examples of process improvement opportunities were
raised, which should form the basis of a catalogue of opportunities to be considered for
implementation during the next phase. Main examples include, in Finance, common financial
reporting templates to enable more consistent agency-specific reporting, reduced time spent coding
to process accounts payable and expense reimbursements, automation of credit card management,
including reconciliation and approval, and Business Intelligence reporting capability. In HR, examples
include consolidating non-operational training needs across the ESS (e.g. WHS, leadership training)
and delivering centrally, improve accessibility to information online, and better assist agencies by
providing a suite of reports, to enable effective staff management.


There are also opportunities to realign a number of functional services to enable greater
consistency and quality of service to agencies. Across all agencies the impact of this realignment is
an increase in services delivered from a central location, as illustrated below.


Today 36% of effort towards frontline support
services is performed by central (SAFECOM) staff.
Under the new model, this would increase to 55%
(111.8 FTE). Similarly, today 64% of effort is
provided by agencies. In the future model, 24% of
services would be provided through business
partnering arrangements, and 21% of services
provided by agencies themselves.


1
Includes CRD FTE effort


67
111.8


116.9 41.8
49


Across all functions


Central Agencies


Business Partnering Shared Services
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Whilst the current model for some functions may not be impacted greatly by the proposed changes
(e.g. Finance, WHS, IT), other functions require more significant adjustments, as described below.


Function
today


New
function


Degree of
change Examples of services to be realigned


Finance Finance Moderate


u Management of Accounting and Financial Management IT
Systems and Policies and Procedures to be driven centrally


u General Accounting and Financial Reporting to be more
centralised


HR People Significant


u HR strategy to be driven more centrally
u Developing, Managing and Training employees (incl.


organisational development), and Employee/Volunteer
Retention and Recognition to be more centrally led


u Central team to take on a greater role in Managing and
Maintaining Employee data, forms and templates


Work, Health
and Safety People Moderate


u WHS and Injury Management Reporting and Compliance to be
driven more centrally, as well as WHS audits


u Opportunities to refine the business partnering delivery


Volunteer
Services People Significant


u Volunteer data analysis/research to be more centrally led
u Planning and policy, and recruitment and retention with


respect to volunteers should be integrated into the overall HR
strategy under the new People Structure


- Training
(People) Significant


u Opportunity for aspects of training to be delivered from a
central location, such as training administration, course
content development where there is cross-agency application.


Information
Technology


Information
Technology Moderate


u Policy & management of function to be driven more centrally
u Greater role for central team in Incident Management


Support, Business Continuity Planning, GIS/Spatial Systems
u Managing Enterprise Content and Developing and Maintaining


IT Solutions to have more central oversight


Assets and
Procurement Assets Significant


u Central team to provide a common framework for long term
asset planning, ensure compliance with government rules and
regulations, maintain registers, order materials and services


u Asset Maintenance, Fleet Management and Facilities
Management to benefit from a business partnering
arrangement


Alert SA +
agency
communi-
cations
resources


Communi-
cations Significant


u Operation of information lines to be delivered more centrally
u Media Liaison, Public Relations and Marketing and Awareness


Campaigns to be provided through business partnering model
u Social Media and Training and Development could benefit


from more central coordination


Executive
Support and
Admin.


Governance,
Strategy


and Policy
Moderate


u Policies and Procedures and Strategic Risk Management and
Compliance to be driven more centrally


u Records management to be more coordinated centrally
u Benefit in having Executive Support and Administrative


Services delivered through a business partnering model


Emergency
Management


Governance,
Strategy


and Policy
Moderate


u Greater central coordination for implementation of the
National Strategy for Disaster Resilience, EM training, and
Ministerial briefings and correspondence, and cabinet
communication.


The proposed future organisation structure and delivery channels are summarised in the figure and
table below, which illustrates the current level of FTE effort associated with frontline support
services aligned to the new model.
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Function Central
Corporate


Business
Partnering


Agency
(MFS/CFS/SES)


Shared
Services SA TOTAL


Finance 7.4 6.4 3.4 0.8 18.0
People 21.3 8.7 7.4 - 37.3
Information Technology 11.0 2.2 - - 13.2
Assets 6.9 6.5 4.7 - 18.1
Communications 37.4 8.0 6.1 - 51.6
Training 12.6 7.1 12.0 - 31.8
Governance, Strategy and Policy 15.2 10.1 8.2 - 33.5


TOTAL 111.8 49.0 41.8 0.8 203.4
2


Moving to an integrated model has the potential to improve consistency and quality of service, as
well as reduce instances of duplication that may exist between SAFECOM and agencies. This said,
based on consultation and analysis it would not appear that there are significant FTE savings to be
gained solely from transitioning to the integrated services model. SAFECOM has undergone
significant budget cuts over recent years, and this has impacted frontline support services provided
to agencies, resulting in the agencies themselves having to cover these service gaps.


2
Includes approximately 20 FTE of effort associated with operational training strategy, delivery and administration, which


was considered “out of scope” for frontline support services, but would be aligned to the “Training” structure in the new
model


Chief Executive
SAFECOM


Information
Technology


• Strategic direction
• Finance policies &


procedures
• General accounting
• Fixed asset acc’ting
• Financial reporting
• Internal controls
• Shared services


interface
• Accounting & Fin Mgt


IT Systems
• Credit cards
• Debt collection


Finance People


Chief Officer
MFS


Chief Officer
CFS


Chief Officer
SES


Assets Communications Governance,
strategy and policy


• HR strategy & policy
• Recruitment & selection
• Develop and manage


employees
• Employee & volunteer


retention and recognition
• Re-deployment &


retirement
• HR reporting processes
• Manage & maintain


employee data
• Employee/Volunteer


Welfare Services
• Injury Management &


Return to Work
• WHS&IM reporting and


compliance
• WH&S Audit
• Volunteer youth


programs
• Volunteer advice/support
• Design functional training
• Operational training


administration


• IT policies &
procedures


• Manage IT function
• IT customer


relationships
• IT contracts and


external relationships
• Incident Management


Support
• Manage enterprise


information / content
• IT solutions / systems
• IT asset hardware /


software procurement
/ replacement


• Helpdesk support (L1)
• Desktop support (L2
• Technical support (L3)


• Strategic
Infrastructure and
Resourcing Plan


• Identifying asset
needs


• Acquisition of assets
• Disposal of assets
• Fleet Management
• Manage asset records
• Order materials &


services
• Appraise & develop


suppliers
• Project Management


• Manage CRD SACAD /
Communications
Centre operations


• Manage operations of
information lines


• Online
communications


• Social media
• Events management


• Board & Committee
Support


• Ministerial Liaison
• Policies & procedures
• Strategic Risk Mgt &


Compliance
• Records Mgt
• Emergency


Management (EM)
strategy and policy


• Project management


• Planning / budgeting/
forecasting


• Budgeting & cost
analysis


• Advisory Services
• Cost accounting and


control
• Capital project


acc’ting & reporting
• Incident Finance


Support


• AP and expenses


• Revenue accounting


Central


Business
partnering


Agency


Shared
services


• Recruitment & selection
• Manage employee &


industrial relations
• Re-deployment &


retirement
• HR advisory &


consultancy services
• Grievances & disputes
• WH&S &Injury Prevention
• Deliver functional training
• Operational training


strategy


• Develop, manage & train
employees


• WH&S Administration
• Volunteer annual returns
• Delivery of operational


training


• Business continuity
and risk


• Deploy IT solutions
• GIS / Spatial Systems


• Asset maintenance
• Consultation process
• Facilities


management
• Fleet Management
• Record assets in


databases
• Develop sourcing


strategies
• Major infrastructure


projects


• Strategic
Infrastructure and
Resourcing Plan


• Identifying asset
needs


• Acquisition of assets
• Disposal of assets
• Communications


equipment


• Online
communications


• Media Liaison
• Public Relations
• Marketing &


awareness campaigns
• Social media
• Events management
• Community


engagement


• Public information &
warnings


• Stakeholder
communication


• Internal
communications


• Policies & procedures
• Strategic Risk Mgt &


Compliance
• Records Mgt
• Project work
• Executive support
• Emergency


Management (EM)
advice, partnerships


• Board & Committee
Support


• Freedom of
Information


• Emergency
Management (EM)
policy advice


• EM exercises
• Local govt integration


to state EM
arrangements


• Strategic agency/
sector governance
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The focus should instead be on providing more complete, consistent and better quality frontline
services to the sector will the current level of resources available and potentially less resources in
the future through further potential budget cuts. Given the background of recent cuts, agencies
have had to deliver a range of support services themselves, which has inevitably led to some
duplication across the sector. Furthermore, in some support services, the staff who have had to take
on these responsibilities do not necessarily have the required skill set (e.g. insurance).


It is important to acknowledge that agency staff are working beyond capacity, and there is extensive
extra time dedicated to on-call duties and community engagement activities, which has been
difficult to capture through the data collection exercise. Furthermore, the nature of the sector,
whereby if there is an operational need, all day-to-day frontline support service functions are put on
hold, has made it difficult to accurately measure and represent the effort and value of frontline
support services provided.


Whilst savings opportunities are unlikely to be generated from a change of model alone,
transitioning to an integrated model will provide a better foundation for identifying and
implementing process improvements which have the potential to enable savings. This project is a
first phase of work and is intended to set the foundations for future changes. A detailed list of
activities that would constitute the second phase of work is outlined in the implementation plan.


Three key phases are necessary in order to implement the new integrated services model:


1. Project phase setup and planning – establishing governance, communications, consultation
planning and risk management arrangements


2. Detailed design of future model – consulting with the agencies to work towards an agreed
organisational structure and future roles under the integrated model


3. Implement future state – identifying process improvement opportunities within each
function and working towards their implementation.


Once the new organisational structure and roles and responsibilities are in place, each function will
be charged with implementing process improvement initiatives.  By adopting a functional view
across the whole sector, improvement opportunities that impact all agencies, such as IT applications
or functional training courses, will be better addressed.


Month 1


1. Project planning


A. Establish
governance


Month 2 Month 3 Month 4 Month 5 Month 6


B. Risk and
mitigation plan


C. Develop/
revise plan


D. Comms and
engagement


2. Detailed design of future model


A. Consult on agency
service gaps and needs


B. Determine nature and
number of future roles


C. Design org.
structure


D. Prepare role
descriptions


E. Service mgt
approach


F. Consultation on structure,
roles and service mgt


G. Prepare people impact plan


H. Plan IT /
facilities


3. Implement
future state


Decision gates


A. Establish PI
capability


B. Identify and
pilot initiatives
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Background and context


The Emergency Services Sector (ESS) is entering a new era with its Strategic Plan 2015-2025
(SP2025) providing the vision, high level directions and priority strategies to be delivered over the
coming decade to align, harmonise and modernise the ESS. This is with the ultimate view to deliver
operational and business excellence and achieve budget sustainability.


EY was initially engaged in May 2014 to undertake an Independent Review of SAFECOM in the fire
and emergency services sector for the Attorney-General’s Department. This independent review had
been commissioned as a result of the Holloway Review, which was completed in August 2013. The
Holloway Review identified concerns about the capacity and capability of SAFECOM and the
individual agencies (CFS, MFS, and SES) to provide the services required by the sector following
successive budget cuts.


The May 2014 independent review found:


u Performance concerns with SAFECOM’s service quality due to under-resourcing, a lack of clarity
regarding service delivery and expectations, and limited performance management to drive
appropriate behaviours


u A need to strengthen SAFECOM governance structures to improve service delivery


u SAFECOM operates a high cost structure when compared to benchmarks and other SA
Government averages


The independent review made a number of recommendations to improve service quality and
efficiency, such as adequately resourcing corporate services, opportunities for sharing across the
sector, as well as methods to improving the governance, performance management, and processes
within corporate services.


Following on from this previous work, in 2015, the first of the SP2025’s twenty-one priority projects
to be addressed is to develop and implement an Integrated Services Model across the ESS to deliver
efficient, effective and sustainable functional support services, achieve the best outcomes possible
and effectively use resources. In order to support its frontline people and the communities they
serve, the ESS needs to ensure its organisation is structured in a way that provides consistent,
timely and high quality enabling services.


To do this it is essential to understand the current functional services provided and determine how
they will be delivered in the future. This will assist in ensuring that all elements of functional support
operate under a common strategy and policy.
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Objective and scope


As part of efforts to align, harmonise and modernise the ESS, it was decided that an integrated
services model should be implemented in order to strive towards delivering efficient and high quality
support services in finance, people, assets and procurement, communications and information
technology across the ESS.


What is an integrated services model?


An integrated services model aligns policy and strategy with service delivery. Under this type of
model, services are organised into functional areas and then each service is resourced and located
either centrally or close to the business, so that the best service outcome can be delivered.


In the context of this project, services currently provided by SAFECOM and the agencies (CFS, MFS
and SES) are to be aligned to the new integrated model. Services are to be grouped under six main
functional areas: Assets; Communications; Finance; Governance, Strategy and Policy; Human
Resources; and IT, and each area will be managed across the sector by a functional head.


In an integrated model, each service is provided through one of several delivery channels,
depending on the characteristics and nature of each service. The range of delivery channels is
presented in figure 1 below:


u Corporate (central)
u Functional business partnering
u Centre of excellence (central)
u Shared services (central)
u Support within agency


Figure 1: Integrated services model


Role: Strategy & Governance


► Define overall direction and strategy


► Decide policy, standards and procedures


► Design the governance structure including guidelines and frameworks


Role: Expert Advice


► Provide expert advice in their service field


► Respond to both routine and ad-hoc complex and specific
needs or issues


► Delivered by staff with specialist skills in the service area


Role: Transaction Processing


► Provide robust, consistent transaction processing


► Deliver routine, high volume, rules based activities


► Accountable for process performance measures


Centre of Excellence (central unit) Shared Services (central unit)


Corporate (central unit)


Role: Decision support
► A commonly used practice across industries to provide


support for a specific service
► Work within processes designed and governed by Corporate
► Typically report to Service area


Functional business partnering (decentralised)


Role: Local administration
► A commonly used practice across industries to provide


general administrative support for a specific service
► Address specific needs within guidelines provided by


Corporate
► Typically report to Divisional Unit


Agency support
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Some of the benefits typically associated with aligning to an integrated services model include:


u SAFECOM staff more visible to agencies


u Clarify role confusion and remove potential duplication


u More consistent application of services


u Improved workload flexibility and access to functional specialists


u More staff development opportunities


u Enhanced customer focus via agreed service levels and KPIs


u Better governance model for driving process improvements and ensuring adherence to
standard work practices


u Enables agencies to focus on their core business.


It is important to clarify from the beginning what an integrate services model both seeks, and does
not seek, to achieve. The key focus of the model is on improving end-to-end service delivery by
coordinating frontline support across the sector, supporting frontline operations with functional
expertise and delivering transactional services in an efficient and effective manner.


Integrated Services is about… Integrated Services is NOT about…


ü Integration X Centralisation


ü End-to-end services X Identifying poorly performing individuals


ü Improving service delivery to everyone X Cost cutting


ü Identifying productivity and improvement
opportunities that help all of us


X Assessing whether staff are doing a good or
bad job


ü Delivery of effective and efficient services X Lack of trust


ü BPs providing greater strategic and operational
decision support to their agencies


X Business Partners being Corporate watch
dogs


ü BPs providing a conduit between agencies and
Corporate to ensure agency needs are
considered


X Business Partners acting from a Corporate
perspective only


ü Ensuring the business is supported
appropriately


X Corporate control


Expected outcomes from this project


SAFECOM sought assistance from EY to design an integrated support services model through an
eight-week project, conducted from August to September 2015. The expected outcomes from this
project were:


u An integrated support services model design at a functional level across the ESS, including the
alignment of current services to future structures and service delivery channels (see figure 2)


u A high-level analysis of current work effort associated with frontline support services across
SAFECOM and the Agencies, mapped to the future structure and model (see figure 2)


u A list of potential process improvement opportunities from service providers obtained through
the consultation process with SAFECOM and Agency staff
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u An implementation plan outlining the next steps required to implement the new model


u Communications material delivered to key stakeholder groups to inform them of progress
throughout the project


Figure 2: Project output


Scope exclusions


It is important to note that this project constitutes a first phase of work and is intended to set the
foundations for future changes. The specific output of this particular project is a list of frontline
support services aligned to a new organisational structure and integrated service delivery channels.


It was agreed that the following tasks would be out of scope for this project:


u Functional benchmarking to size up the ‘to be’ future services and functions – effectively this
project will map current services and work effort in the current model to a new integrated
model, with the same work effort. Future improvements and changes to required work effort
will come from more detailed analysis at a service level to understand demand and redesign the
end-to-end process


u Voice of the customer surveys to assess services from a performance and importance
perspective


u An organisational chart down to specific position level; instead this project will include the
development of an operating model at a functional level.


The activities mentioned above, among others, will need to be performed before the ESS is ready to
implement an integrated services model. A detailed list of activities that would constitute the second
phase of work is outlined in the implementation plan within this report.
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Approach


EY’s project approach was based on regular and targeted stakeholder engagement in order to:


u Define the scope of services and staff involved in delivering frontline support services


u Obtain data on current work effort allocation across the range of frontline support services
from over 250 staff


u Validate the future operating model for frontline support services, by obtaining feedback on the
decision tree and its application across the taxonomy of services defined.


Throughout this process, EY has worked closely with the Strategy 2025 team as well as those who
provide and receive frontline support services.


This project comprised three key work steps, outlined in figure 3 below:


Figure 3: Summary approach


In summary, to deliver this project the team from EY undertook the following key tasks:


u Developed a detailed project workplan with the Strategy 2025 team to work towards achieving
the required outcomes on time and within budget.


u Prepared and delivered project communications both at the launch of the project and
throughout the process, in order to contribute to weekly project reporting.


u Met with Chief Officers and senior staff in each agency (CFS, MFS and SES) to identify staff to
be considered in-scope (see Appendix B: Meeting with stakeholders).


u Facilitated 12 workshops with functional leads within SAFECOM and nominated representatives
from the three agencies to identify the services / activities within the in-scope functions (see
Appendix B: Meeting with stakeholders).
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u Prepared a work effort allocation template and undertook analysis of more than 300 staff
members returns to determine the effort and cost associated with each in-scope service.


u Built a decision tree to assess where each service is best performed. The delivery channels
included performed within an agency; performed through central corporate (SAFECOM);
delivered by business partners (SAFECOM); or performed by Shared Services SA (SSSA).


u Conducted workshops with Agency corporate service managers and SAFECOM functional leads
to present the decision tree and validate an initial assessment of services to delivery channels.


u Produced an effort and resource output aligning current effort for each service to the
recommended functional model.


u Developed a detailed plan outlining the subsequent steps necessary to implement the
recommended integrated services model across the ESS.
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High level summary of baseline work effort analysis


Approximately 200 FTE delivering frontline support services across the sector


Work effort allocation data was collected from 271 staff equating to 256.7 full-time equivalents
(FTE), comprising 18% of the sector’s workforce, or 1.6% of the sector (including volunteers).


Of the data gathered, 183.93 FTE of effort was allocated to the
frontline support services defined in scope. The labour cost of
delivering these services is $18.7mn.


The remaining 72.9 FTE of effort was allocated to ‘Other
operational tasks’ and is deemed out of scope for this project.


The majority (64%) of effort associated with frontline support
services is performed by staff employed by the agencies.


A summary of effort across the frontline support functions is provided in the table below.


Function SAFECOM (FTE) Agencies (FTE) Total (FTE) % of total


Finance 9.44 9.18 18.61 10%


HR 7.89 10.80 18.68 10%


IT 7.94 5.82 13.76 7%


Assets and procurement 4.42 13.85 18.27 10%


Communications 5.94 48.43 54.36 30%


Work, Health and Safety 8.12 2.59 10.71 6%


Executive Support and Administration 7.76 15.38 23.14 13%


Emergency Management 8.38 7.62 15.99 9%


Volunteer Services 7.08 3.27 10.35 6%


TOTAL FRONTLINE SUPPORT 66.95 116.93 183.9 100%


Other tasks 1.02 71.76 72.78 -


TOTAL FTE COLLECTED 67.97 188.69 256.7 -


FTE effort relating to Communications and Executive Support and Administration are the highest;
these two services account for 42% of total frontline support services FTE effort. Communications
includes both communications operations (in particular 29.8 FTE is associated with the operations
of the Call Receipt and Dispatch (CRD) system via the Computer Aided Dispatch (SACAD)) and
‘corporate-type’ communications. Finance, HR and Assets are of a similar size, while Work, Health
and Safety, Volunteer Services and IT are among the smallest of the frontline support functions.


For more in depth analysis on work effort allocation at the service level within each function, refer
to Appendix C.


3
 Includes effort associated with CRD/SACAD Communications Centre
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Functional support differs between SAFECOM and agencies


In analysing by function (see figures 4 and 5 below), the 64% of frontline support services delivered
by agency staff are predominantly focused on Communications, Assets and Procurement, and
Executive Support and Administration. Functional areas where the 36% of SAFECOM resources
provide the majority of support are Work, Health and Safety, Volunteer Services and IT. For Finance,
HR and Emergency Management effort is equally split between SAFECOM and the agencies.


Figure 4: Proportion split across functions (SAFECOM vs agencies)


Figure 5: Proportion split across functions (SAFECOM vs CFS/MFS/SES)
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Important factors for consideration


The work effort allocation provides an indicative guide as to the proportion of effort across each
support function. The total amount of effort delivering frontline support services is likely to be
higher due to a number of factors, including response rate (survey was disseminated to 337 staff for
completion, and 271 responses were received) and the fact that staff with less than 50% focus on
frontline support, as well as all volunteers, were not included in the survey scope. Appendix F
provides response rate statistics and reasons for non-response. The impact of the response rate is
deemed to be minimal on the findings presented.


The following important observations and challenges were raised during the data collection process.


u Survey does not show full extent of frontline support provided:


u Staff whose effort on frontline support activities was considered less than 50% of their
total effort were excluded from the survey. Therefore, the sum of this combined effort
has not been captured.


u Volunteers also contribute to frontline support activities through provision of services
such as training, WH&S, media liaison, recruitment, community engagement, emergency
management and business coordination. Volunteers were deemed out of scope for this
data collection exercise.


u Many of the staff who completed the survey are working well beyond standard working
hours and felt that by being limited to a 100% allocation of their time, they were
understating the value of, and effort that goes into both frontline support activities and
their operational role.


u Seasonality of role and operational imperative during times of emergency: Given the nature
of the sector, where roles can change at any time due to an operation need, findings may be
influenced by survey timing. In other words, work effort responses are likely to have been
affected by the recent Sampson Flat experience, orientating responses towards a greater
operational role. If the survey had been administered two years ago, for example, the work
effort allocation responses may have seen a greater focus on frontline support services.


u Measuring “on call” component of role: Survey respondents considered it important to
emphasise the value to the sector of staff ‘on call’. ESS staff, whilst ‘on call’, are performing
their main duties unless their operational role is activated, and if they were not ‘on call’ then
the operational role would need to be covered by other means, such as through recruitment.


u Devolving of frontline support tasks over recent years: The ESS has undergone significant
cuts in recent years, and particularly the reduction in SAFECOM FTE by approximately half has
meant that agencies have needed to fill these gaps and develop their own capabilities across a
number of frontline support services.
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Method for defining future service delivery


In an integrated services model, each service is delivered through one of several delivery channels:


Channel Description
Corporate
(central)


Policy/strategic roles that are centralised as the service applies across the sector and
requires overarching coordination. Staff are located centrally within SAFECOM


Business
partnering


Decision support role reporting to a central functional team, working within processes
designed and governed centrally, however physically located within an agency


Agency support
Role that reports to the agency as the service relates to a specific agency, delegations of
authority or other regulations dictate that the service must be performed by a particular
role, and/or there is no identified benefit in having the service centralised


Shared services Transactional type services that fall within the scope of what Shared Services SA offers.


As the basis for determining how each service should best be delivered under the new integrated
services model, a decision tree comprising five questions was devised.


1. Is the service (activity) performed across more than one agency?
2. Can the skills necessary to perform the service in one agency be transferred to another agency?
3. Does the service require close liaison with the agency and specific knowledge/ skill?
4. Do the services fall into the scope of what Shared Services SA (SSSA) offer?
5. Is there potential for a common policy framework to deliver this service across agencies?


The purpose of a decision tree is to apply objective and logical reasoning as to how services should
be delivered, and then make any adjustments for exceptional cases.  Each service has been assessed
in terms of these five questions to identify the optimal delivery channel.


Figure 6: Decision tree to determine service delivery channel


The decision tree and questions were presented to key functional leads within SAFECOM and each of
the agencies and an initial proposal of services to delivery channels was presented to these
stakeholders for feedback and validation.


The results of the application of the decision tree across the service catalogue are detailed in
Appendix D.
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Proposed grouping of services into new functions


Based on the taxonomy of functional services developed in consultation with functional
representatives from both SAFECOM and each of the agencies, all frontline support services have
been classified under six new functions namely:


1. Finance
2. People (incl. training)
3. Information Technology
4. Assets
5. Communications
6. Governance, Strategy and Policy


Training has been identified as offering potential for some sharing of resources and harmonisation
across the sector. Given the size and scope of training across the sector, this grouping would be best
aligned to the People function.


The proposed allocation of services to future functions is presented in figure 7 below.


Figure 7: Proposed group of services into new functions
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Function Current structure Future structure


Finance
u SAFECOM Finance BU
u Business Support Officers,


Administration Officers and other
finance activity effort within agencies


One “Finance” function across the sector
comprising a central, business partnering and
agency channel, and structured into
functional sub-groups such as Strategy and
Policy, Decision Support and Transactional
Accounting.


People u SAFECOM Human Resources BU
u SAFECOM Volunteer Services BU
u SAFECOM Work, Health and Safety BU
u Human Resources, Organisational


Development, Injury Management
resources within agencies


One “People” function across the sector
comprising a central, business partnering and
agency channel, and structured into
functional sub-groups such as HR,
Organisational Development, WHS, and
Training.


IT


u SAFECOM IT BU
u ICT structures and Information


Systems Officer roles within agencies


One “IT” function across the sector
comprising a central, business partnering and
agency channel, and structured into
functional sub-groups such as Strategy and
Policy, IT Infrastructure, IT Application and
Maintenance, Helpdesk Support.


Assets
u SAFECOM Assets and Procurement BU
u Strategic Capability, Operational


Facilities, Telecommunications,
Vehicles and Equipment, and Logistics
structures and roles within agencies


One “Assets” function across the sector
comprising a central, business partnering
and agency channel, and structured into
functional sub-groups such as Procurement,
Contract Management and Asset
Management and Administration.


Communications
u SAFECOM Alert SA BU
u CRD SACAD / Communications Centre


operations run out of MFS for the
sector as a whole


u Communications, Public Affairs, Info
Operations, Community Engagement
structures and roles within agencies


One “Communications” function across the
sector comprising a central, business
partnering and agency channel, and
structured into functional sub-groups such
as Communications operations, Online and
digital communications, Community
Engagement and Public Information, and
Media Liaison/Public Relations.


Governance,
strategy and
policy


u SAFECOM Capability Development BU
u SAFECOM Policy and Strategy BU
u SAFECOM Executive and Board


Services BU
u Emergency Management structures


within agencies
u Executive and administrative support


structures within agencies
u Risk Mgt structures within agencies


One “Governance, Strategy and Policy”
function across the sector comprising a
central, business partnering and agency
channel, and structured into functional sub-
groups such as Policy, Risk Management,
Ministerial Liaison / FOI, Emergency
Management, and Administration services.


Training u Some functional training offered within
functional teams in SAFECOM


u Operational Training, Professional
Development, Learning & Development
structures within agencies


u Operational training developed and led
by  individual agencies with some
sharing of common training


One dedicated “Training” function as part of
the broader People function, delivering
services through central and business
partnering channels. Operational training
that relates to a specific agency will remain
within the agency.


For detail on the list of services that have been realigned to each of the new functions, refer to
Appendix E. The allocation of services to new functional groups feeds directly into the section
entitled “Effort and resource output based on new functional model”.
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Effort and resource output based on new functional model


The key outcome of this project is a matrix representing the current scope of frontline services
allocated to a future organisational structure and new delivery channels that form an integrated
services model. Current FTE effort associated with the frontline services has been allocated to the
future structure and model, and represents an approximate level of effort required across the
services.  Given the work effort survey did not reach all staff and none of the volunteers, it is likely
that the effort towards frontline support services is higher than that stated in this report.


It is important to note that the FTE allocation represents current effort only, and does not provide
an indication as to how each service needs to be resourced in the future. Additional work on services
gaps and levels of service satisfaction needs to be undertaken before the future resourcing
requirements can be determined. At this stage however, the allocation of current FTE to future
service delivery represents a reference point only, as an input into stage 2 activities.


Combining the allocation of services to the new organisational structure and delivery channels
presented previously, the effort and resource output for the new functional model is as follows.


Function Central
Corporate


Business
Partnering


Agency
(MFS/CFS/SES)


Shared
Services SA TOTAL


Finance 7.4 6.4 3.4 0.8 18.0
People 21.3 8.7 7.4 - 37.3
Information Technology 11.0 2.2 - - 13.2
Assets 6.9 6.5 4.7 - 18.1
Communications 37.4 8.0 6.1 - 51.6
Training 12.6 7.1 12.0 - 31.8
Governance, Strategy and Policy 15.2 10.1 8.2 - 33.5


TOTAL 111.8 49.0 41.8 0.8 203.4
4


The current FTE allocation for each of the services within the future functions and delivery channels
is detailed in the tables in Appendix E. In summary, the analysis below describes the extent of
changes proposed relative to how each function is delivered today.


Across all sectors the impact of this realignment is an increase in services delivered from a central
location, as illustrated below.


Today 36% of effort towards frontline support
services is performed by central (SAFECOM) staff.
Under the new model, this would increase to 55%
(111.8 FTE). Similarly, today 64% of effort is
provided by agencies. In the future model, 24% of
services would be provided through business
partnering arrangements, and 21% of services
provided by agencies themselves.


4
Includes approximately 20 FTE of effort associated with operational training strategy, delivery and administration, which


was considered “out of scope” for frontline support services, but would be aligned to the “Training” structure in the new
model
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Whilst the current operating model of some functions may not be impacted greatly by the proposed
changes, other functions require more significant adjustments.


Finance


The finance function will change moderately.  Currently
there is a business partnering delivery channel in place
and most services tend to be aligned to how they should
be in the future model.


There is scope for the Management of Accounting and
Financial Mgt IT Systems as well as Policies and
Procedures to be driven more centrally, and for General
Accounting and Financial Reporting to be more
centralised. There is a small amount (<1 FTE) of revenue
accounting effort that could potentially be pushed to
SSSA, as well as some potential for Accounts Payable
effort to be transferred depending on its nature.


People


Both structurally and in terms of operating model, the
People function will change quite significantly.
Currently there is a business partnering delivery
channel in place for HR, whilst Volunteer Services is a
separate central unit and Work, Health and Safety is
delivered predominantly centrally.  There will need to
be extensive realignment of services to the future
model.


In terms of existing HR services, there is scope for HR
Strategy to be driven more centrally, and for a central
team to play a greater role in Developing, Managing
and Training Employees (incl. Organisational
Development), as well as in Employee and Volunteer
Retention and Recognition. There is also scope for the
central team to take on a greater role in Managing and
Maintaining Employee data, forms and templates.


In relation to the Work, Health and Safety function,
there is scope for WHS and Injury Management
Reporting and Compliance to be driven more centrally,
as well as WHS Audits. There may be opportunities to
refine the business partnering delivery structure, but
on the whole this function is operating today as it
should be under an integrated services model.


Regarding Volunteer Services, changes will
predominantly be to the organisational structure
rather than the delivery channels.  There is some
scope for Volunteer Data Analysis and Research as
well as Training to be delivered more centrally.
Furthermore, Planning and Policy, and Recruitment
and Retention with respect to volunteers should be
integrated into the overall HR strategy under the new
People structure.
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Information Technology


The IT function will change moderately.  Currently
there is an SLA in place for the services provided by
SAFECOM to agencies, however governance does
not appear to be clear from the work effort
allocation.


There is scope for IT Policy and Management of the
Function to be driven more centrally. In addition,
there could be a greater role of a central team in
Incident Management Support and Business
Continuity Planning. Managing Enterprise Content
and Developing and Maintaining IT Solutions are
services that today are largely delivered by agencies
– under an integrated model these would need more
central oversight; however some aspects of design/
upgrade could be business partnering. Furthermore,
there should be scope for a central team to take a
greater role in GIS/Spatial Systems across the sector
as well as IT Training.


Assets


Assets is a function that will change quite
significantly. Today the sector runs a mostly
devolved model, whilst under an integrated
services model there is a greater role to play by
business partnering coupled with centralised of
services that are common across the sector.


There is a role for a central team to provide a
common framework for developing long term asset
planning as well as ensuring compliance with
government rules and regulations, maintaining
asset registers and ordering materials and
services. There is scope for Asset Maintenance,
Fleet Management and Facilities Management to
benefit from a business partnering arrangement.


Communications


Communications is currently a largely devolved
function and will therefore undergo significant
change in transitioning to an integrated services
model. The majority of effort is towards CRD/SACAD
Communications Centre, which is currently
‘centrally’ provided within MFS – in principle this
service is aligned to the future model.


In terms of the other functional services, there is
scope for the Operation of Information Lines to be
delivered more centrally. There is also an
opportunity for Media Liaison, Public Relations and
Marketing and Awareness Campaigns to be delivered
through a business partnering model so that a
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consistent approach can be applied across the sector. Social Media and Training could benefit from
more central coordination.


Training


Training would essentially be a new structure, forming part of the People function. Currently
training (both competency based and functional based) is largely devolved. There is an opportunity,
through creating a dedicated training arm, for certain aspects of training to be delivered from a
central location across the sector, such as Training Administration and Training Content
Development for courses that have  a cross-agency application. Approximately 30 FTE have
allocated effort towards training activities, including strategy, curriculum development and
administration, across both operational and functionally-based training.


Governance, Strategy and Policy


Both structurally and in terms of operating model, the
Governance, Strategy and Policy function will change
quite significantly.  This new structure will include the
existing functions of Executive Support and
Administration, Emergency Management, and aspects
of Risk Management covered in other functions.


In terms of Executive Support and Administration, the
function will change moderately.  There is scope for
policies and procedures and Strategic Risk
Management and Compliance to be driven more
centrally. There is also an opportunity for records
management to be more coordinated centrally. Finally,
there is benefit in having Executive Support and
Administrative Services delivered through a business
partnering model so there is a pool of executive
support staff who can provide coverage when key
people are on leave.


In relation to Emergency Management, there scope for
some services to have greater central coordination,
such as the implementation of the National Strategy
for Disaster Resilience, EM training, and Ministerial
briefings and correspondence, and cabinet
communication.
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Process improvement opportunities


Through stakeholder meetings, a number of process improvement opportunities were raised. These
should form the basis of a catalogue of opportunities to be considered for implementation during
the next phase.


No. Function Opportunity area Description


1. Finance Develop common
templates


Develop common financial reporting templates to be deployed within
agencies to enable tailored agency-specific reporting.


2. Finance AP processing Reduce time spent by SAFECOM staff in BasWare coding to process
accounts payable and expense reimbursements


3. Finance Credit card
management


Automate credit card management, including reconciliation and approval
(ANZ expense management system)


4. Finance BI capability Business Intelligence reporting capability


5. HR Consolidate non-
operational
training


Currently, agencies tend to independently run delivery of training to
employees/volunteers. There is scope to consolidate non-operational
training needs across agencies (such as code of ethics, WHS, leadership
training) to be delivered by a pool of resources centrally.


6. HR HR self-service Improve ability for staff across sector to access information themselves
online, including online forms, allowances, leave management, vacancy
management, other policies/templates.


7. HR HR reporting for
decision-making


Better assist agencies by providing reports on e.g. employee absenteeism,
turnover, excess annual leave accruals, so that they can effectively manage
their staff. There is a need to provide HR with business intelligence tools to
monitor these key indicators and provide regular briefings to Chiefs.


8. HR Performance
Management


Set up a common performance management framework so that staff across
agencies are assessed on comparable measures, and effort is not
duplicated across agencies to implement three different processes.
Agencies would still conduct yearly employee performance assessment;
however the central People team could collate and report on this data. It
would help assess the performance of the sector, and assist in identifying
agency-wide gaps and development requirements that need to be
addressed.


9. Risk Mgt Business
continuity
planning


Business continuity planning is performed separately across the sector.
While there are opportunities to improve outcomes through consistent
application of good practice, the activities of agencies are different and
may warrant separate planning sessions.


10. IT Allowing for
ongoing IT
support


Failure to recognise and budget for ongoing IT support has been a problem
in some of the more recent system implementations. A framework and
practice needs to be put in place for agencies to allow for on-going IT
support in their budget.


11. IT Multiple, non-
interoperable
systems


Agencies consider they do not have the mechanisms to operate effectively
– each has its own systems with varying levels of support, and the systems
are not necessarily interoperable. Need to have the right tools in place to
enable a new model to work in practice.


12. IT Developing and
maintaining
solutions


Currently, there is solution development and maintenance that occurs
within agencies, with limited involvement from the central IT team. This
service should essentially be performed from a central location, and is
currently not done that well, e.g. there needs to be a mechanism to
manage assets more efficiently across agencies.


13. Training IT training IT Training should be delivered centrally as it is not effective – some
agencies do their own train the trainer programs; however there is a lot of
common training that could be coordinated in a better fashion.
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Implementation plan


This section provides a detailed implementation plan with indicative timeframes for completion. The
activities represent the next steps to be undertaken in order to transition towards a new integrated
services model. The activities are categorised under two main stages and are presented in figure 8
below:


1. Project phase setup and planning – establishing governance, communications, consultation
planning and risk management arrangements


2. Detailed design of future model – consulting with the agencies to work towards an agreed
organisational structure and future roles under the integrated model


3. Implement future state – identifying process improvement opportunities within each
function and working towards their implementation.


Figure 8: Summary implementation plan


Refer to Appendix G for the detailed implementation plan.


Project phase setup and planning


1. Establish governance structures


The first step in the process towards transitioning to an integrated model is setting up the
governance arrangements, so that the consultation process is managed effectively and there is
effective buy-in when decisions are made. We would effectively see three levels of governance for
this priority project:


Month 1


1. Project planning


A. Establish
governance


Month 2 Month 3 Month 4 Month 5 Month 6


B. Risk and
mitigation plan


C. Develop/
revise plan


D. Comms and
engagement


2. Detailed design of future model


A. Consult on agency
service gaps and needs


B. Determine nature and
number of future roles


C. Design org.
structure


D. Prepare role
descriptions


E. Service mgt
approach


F. Consultation on structure,
roles and service mgt


G. Prepare people impact plan


H. Plan IT /
facilities


3. Implement
future state


Decision gates


A. Establish PI
capability


B. Identify and
pilot initiatives
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u Project Steering Committee – this may well be the same as the overall steering committee for
Project Darwin as a whole, comprising the SAFECOM Chief Executive and Chief Officers of the
Agencies.


u Project Advisory Committee – comprising the heads of the five functional areas as well as the
current directors of corporate services in each of the Agencies.


u Change teams – put in place a team for each of the five future functional groups, to assist in the
consultation process with each Agency. These change teams could be filled through obtaining
expressions of interest from staff across SAFECOM and the Agencies.


Once the structures are in place, their respective roles and responsibilities should be defined.


2. Develop risk and mitigation plan


SAFECOM should develop a risk and mitigation plan specific to the project, but in line with Project
Darwin overall project governance. The plan will outline the overall risk strategy, the risk
management process, and the tools that will be used for risk management such as the risks, actions
and issues log (RAIL). The plan will also detail the risk escalation process, in line with the
governance structure. Once it has been drafted feedback should be sought from the Project
Advisory Committee and an initial list of risks and mitigation actions should be populated.


3. Develop / revise project plan


In line with the broader Project Darwin planning process, SAFECOM should develop a project plan
document detailing activities, timings and responsibilities. It should incorporate arrangements for
stakeholder engagement and risk management, outlined below. Once finalised, the project plan
should be validated by the Project Steering Committee.


4. Develop communications and stakeholder engagement plan


SAFECOM is to prepare a stakeholder engagement plan, including segmentation of different
stakeholder groups and outlining how they will be engaged in the process. The engagement plan
should outline how the unions are to be engaged throughout the project, noting any mandatory
activities that need to be considered in the project plan and timelines. In addition, SAFECOM should
prepare a communications plan, covering the frequency, median, and format of communications to
various stakeholder groups. Once these have been drafted, feedback should be sought from the
Project Advisory Committee before being validated by the Project Steering Committee.


Detailed design of future model


1. Consult with agencies on service gaps and needs


SAFECOM is to consult with each of the agencies regarding functional service needs and gaps
identified. This could take place through a voice of the customer service to obtain views on services
from a performance and importance perspective, coupled with targeted workshops by function to
develop upon the findings of the survey.


The output of this process would be a list of frontline support services to be delivered by each
functional area, with an indication of priorities, key service delivery principles and conditions for
success of the model.


2. Determine nature and number of future roles


Once the list of services has been established it is important to undertake functional benchmarking
in order to size up the ‘to be’ future services aligned to functions. Project 4.C effectively mapped “as
is” services and work effort in the current model to a new integrated model, with the same work
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effort. This exercise will use the detailed analysis at a service level outlined above, to understand
demand and gaps, and will determine the changes to work effort required.


3. Design organisational structure


On determining the nature and number of future roles needed to service the demand within each
agency, an organisation structure outlining the positions that will fulfil these roles needs to be
designed. The structure needs to identify the channels through which each of the services will be
delivered. The steps involved in designing the organisational structure include:


u Prepare organisational structure diagram for change teams to take to each agency for
consultation. This will be down to specific position level.


u Based on consultation, design organisational structure necessary to deliver full list of services,
including delivery channel for each service.


u Prepare high-level allocation of activities to roles in the structure.


4. Prepare role descriptions


Based on the proposed organisational structure, there will be a need to develop detailed
descriptions for each role. In addition to identifying reporting relationships, particularly in the case
of roles within agencies, key result areas and measures of performance should also be included in
the role descriptions.


5. Prepare service management approach


Where services are provided through a mix of channels (corporate, business partnering, agency),
there needs to be strong governance in place to make sure the ESS can achieve maximum value
from such a model, and that regardless of service delivery location or personnel, the service is
consistent and delivered to the same performance level. Service management can take the form of
less formal guidelines for service culture and behaviours to reinforce right through to formal Service
Level Agreements / Operational Level Agreements (SLA /OLA).


6. Consult on structure, role descriptions and service management approach


This stage typically takes the most time in the implementation process, as affected stakeholders
need to be given sufficient opportunities to provide feedback on the proposed changes, and the
unions need to be involved as appropriate. The overall process for this step includes:


u Consults with unions in line with internal practices and procedures


u Announce the proposed changes to each of the agencies


u Consult with each agency on the proposed organisational structure, the method for delivery of
services, the job descriptions and service management approach


u Set deadline date for staff and volunteer feedback


u Consider feedback from staff and volunteers


u Confirm new organisational structure, delivery model and roles


u Determine selection process for new and vacant roles
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u Work with agencies to place employees into new roles and/or recruit as necessary (see step 7
below)


Reporting lines may need to be revised and performance reporting mechanisms need to be put in
place or improved so that service delivery is consistent regardless of where it is delivered. The
reporting line for centrally delivered services is quite simple, however the reporting line for services
delivered through partnering or within the agency needs to be established. Furthermore, even if the
direct management line lies within the agency, functional elements such as process, procedure and
performance should be driven by the central team (SAFECOM).


7. Prepare people impact plan


Once the new organisational structure, delivery model and roles are confirmed, work will need to be
undertaken in order to determine how existing staff will be impacted and will transition to the new
roles. It may arise that certain paid positions are discontinued, and redeployment/redundancy
processes need to be planned. The following activities are required in this process:


u Define the skills and capabilities required for each of the roles within the delivery channels –
central roles, business partnering roles and agency roles.


u Conduct a capability assessment of staff who are assigned to the different roles within the
different channels to identify any skill or capability gaps.


u Identify how the gaps will be addressed – training, coaching, job placement, on the job training


u Make any adjustments to the current team to align the right people to the modified/new roles to
ensure staff has the right skills to deliver to the satisfaction of the end-customer.


u As part of this, a revision of the mix/grade of staff could be undertaken to reduce the overall
personnel cost per business services FTE.


8. Plan IT/Facilities


In order to effectively plan the appropriate office design and facilities, the following factors need to
be considered:


u Current and future headcount & organisation structure


u Actual office space requirements


u Information technology, office equipment and furniture requirements


u Legal, health and security requirements


u Location of business partners


9. Sign-off on changes


Before transition to the future state, it is essential that the Project Steering Committee and Project
Advisory Committee agree that all matters have been considered and that SAFECOM and the
Agencies are ready to implement change.
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Future state


1. Establish and build process improvement capability


u Establish on a process improvement methodology – put in place a methodology that will be
applied consistently across functions in order to identify and implement improvements


u Agree on tools and templates – establish a toolkit of templates and analysis tools to be deployed
across all projects to ensure consistency in implementation


u Use the methodology on a selection of pilot projects – each functional leader is to identify a list
of projects, from which a selection can be run as pilot projects


u Determine prioritised list of projects to implement – a prioritised list of projects will assist in
planning the implementation timeframes and focusing on addressing the areas that will provide
the most benefit from change


2. Implement process improvement initiatives over time


With the new functionally aligned organisational structure and new delivery channels in place,
functional leads will be in a place to identify and implement process improvement opportunities.
This will be a key step in moving towards a more consistent level of service across the sector and will
enable the sector to make the best use of existing resources. It is essentially to have the foundations
of the new model in place however before this process can occur.
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Key factors for success


There are a number of conditions that typically need to be in place for an integrated services model
to work. It is one thing to define new service delivery channels and introduce a new model, however
the desired change will not occur unless a set of principles and conditions are adhered to, and staff
and willing and able to make the change.


Design organisational roles clearly with a focus on functional expertise


As part of the next phase, accountabilities between the different parts of the model (e.g. Business
Partnering vs Central) need to be made perfectly clear through the governance structure and by
considering specific activities within services. Roles and responsibilities under the new structure
need to be made clear through a detailed organisation design process, which includes an
organisation structure down to position level and detailed position descriptions that list the services
provided by each staff member. The new model in practice will need to be translated into sensible,
practical changes, e.g. do not break out and move 1 FTE worth of effort to a new part of the model if
all other service FTE remain where they are.


A key element of an integrated services model is taking a functional approach to the delivery of
frontline support services. Agencies will be best supported by being able to draw upon specific
expertise and capability in a given functional area, whether it be Finance, HR, Communications,
Assets, etc. Previous experience shows that the same level of quality service and outcome cannot be
achieved through ‘generalists’; rather it is functional specialists who are able to provide insight
based on serving the different agencies. Therefore, building and developing functional expertise
should be at the heart of future frontline support service roles.


Ensure business partnering model focuses on customer service


Currently there are examples of a business partnering model within the ESS, particularly in terms of
HR advice to agencies. HR advisors/managers within each of the agencies have their salaries paid by
SAFECOM and their direct report is through to the functional lead in SAFECOM, whilst they are
physically located with the agency. This model appears to be working well, as these advisers work
closely with agencies to understand needs, and provide value-added agency-specific advice.


An outcome of this project would be to extend the scope of business partnering across more
functions and services, as outlined in this report, in order to deliver high quality customer service
and apply a consistent framework for advice across the sector. Under a business partnering model,
business partners should regularly be in contact with each other in order to, where possible, apply
lessons learned from one agency to the next, and there is potential for some business partners
depending on their functions to rotate over time across different agencies. For this delivery channel
to operate effectively, business partners need to have strong customer facing skills. There is a
responsibility to understand the business with which the partner is working, and bring functional
expertise to support that business in its operational delivery.


Instil an improvement culture and simplify processes where possible


With functional expertise across different agencies, a key aim should be to continually improve and
simplify processes. The outcomes or type of support may vary based on differences between
agencies, but the process and approach should be as harmonised as possible. Examples include
delegations, forms, helpdesk, query handling etc. The key objective would be to reduce service
times and cost while improving outcomes for the agencies. Redesigning some high cost or low
performing service delivery processes to remove duplication would improve service quality, reduce
costs and achieve greater customer satisfaction.
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Effectively plan consultation process


As mentioned in the implementation plan, the consultation process can take a significant amount of
time to implement, as staff need to be given sufficient opportunities to provide feedback on the
proposed changes, and the unions need to be involved as stipulated and appropriate. There is a
need to detail in the communications plan how the consultation process will be conducted, and
ensure the principles are in line with the consultation provisions within the relevant Enterprise
Agreements. SAFECOM will need to ensure clear, open and ongoing communications across the
sector with respect to the proposed changes and associated implications.


Measure performance consistently


In order to drive consistent frontline support services regardless of where the services are delivered
(centrally, business partnering, agency), performance measures should be put in place to ensure
that all staff and teams are working to the same performance standards. These performance
measures should be at the functional level (Finance, People, IT, etc) and should be monitored on a
regular basis. Example measures would include the level of customer satisfaction, turn-around
times, compliance, and productivity. The performance measures should be used across the sector
to:


u Instil a customer focused culture across all services


u Ensure performance expectations from agencies are well understood


u Compare performance across teams and agencies to identify improvement opportunities or
areas where there are challenges


u Drive a culture of continuous improvement through tracking performance and looking to
improve performance in lagging areas


Identify and mitigate risks as they arise


In order to maximise the chances that the transition towards an integrated services model runs
smoothly, there needs to be a process in place to identify risks, define mitigation strategies, and
regular monitor them throughout the change project. As an example, through this project a number
of risks have already been raised, for which mitigation strategies have been defined in the table
below.


No. Risk Description Mitigation


1. This project
does not focus
on the key
outputs of
frontline
support services


The current project does not address
which frontline services are needed,
which are highest priority, the level of
support required, and the outputs that
need to be produced. It focuses
instead on the inputs to the process.


This project is the first step of a larger change
process, which results in a proposed model
aligned to current effort. The implementation
plan outlines the next steps that need to be
undertaken, which address elements such as
service gaps, service satisfaction and future
resourcing requirements.


2. Unions will
make it
challenging to
implement
change


The fact that there are different
enterprise agreements across
agencies and a range of unions to
engage with will pose a change to
enact change across the sector.


SAFECOM and the agencies must devise a
strategy to engage with the unions appropriate
and manage the flow of information. They need
to collaboratively plan the consultation process
so that staff and unions are given sufficient
time and opportunity to provide feedback and
input into the proposed changes.
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No. Risk Description Mitigation


3. Frontline
support services
is difficult to
measure
accurately


Agency staff are working well beyond
capacity, and there is extensive extra
time dedicated to on-call duties and
community engagement activities,
which has been difficult to capture
through the data collection exercise.
Furthermore, the nature of the sector,
whereby if there is an operational
need, all day to day frontline support
service functions are put on hold, has
made it difficult to accurately measure
and represent the effort and value of
frontline support services provided.


When assessing the future needs in terms of
resourcing and role definition for frontline
support services, due consideration must be
given to extra activities beyond normal working
hours. It is important therefore to recognise
that the current level of effort towards
frontline services is likely to be
underestimated, and this needs to be borne in
mind when determining future needs.


4. Loss of staff
and skills during
transition


Loss of key staff and/or skills due to
lack of people transition strategy
including retention, development,
recruitment, redeployment,
outplacement. Furthermore, lack of
appropriate skills, knowledge and
experience to deliver the new roles in
the operating model. Finally, lack of
staff and management buy-in to
operating model and resistance to
change.


Develop specific strategies to engage with staff
throughout the change process and ensure that
the communications and engagement plan
provides sufficient opportunities and means for
feedback. Ensure the Chiefs of the agencies
understanding the rationale for change and the
process undertaken so that they can manage
the flow of information and messages to their
respective agencies.
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Report release notice


EY ("Consultant“) was engaged on the instructions of SAFECOM  ("Client") to assist in the design of an
integrated services model for the Emergency Services Sector ("Project"), in accordance with the
engagement agreement dated 26 August 2015 (“the Engagement Agreement”).


The results of the Consultant’s work, including the assumptions and qualifications made in preparing the
report, are set out in the Consultant's report dated 25 September 2015 ("Report"). You should read the
Report in its entirety including any disclaimers and attachments. A reference to the Report includes any
part of the Report. No further work has been undertaken by the Consultant since the date of the Report
to update it.


Unless otherwise agreed in writing with the Consultant, access to the Report is made only on the
following basis and in either accessing the Report or obtaining a copy of the Report the recipient agrees
to the following terms.


1. Subject to the provisions of this notice, the Report has been prepared for the Client and may not be
disclosed to any other party or used by any other party or relied upon by any other party without
the prior written consent of the Consultant.


2. The Consultant disclaims all liability in relation to any other party who seeks to rely upon the Report
or any of its contents.


3. The Consultant has acted in accordance with the instructions of the Client in conducting its work
and preparing the Report, and, in doing so, has prepared the Report for the benefit of the Client,
and has considered only the interests of the Client. The Consultant has not been engaged to act,
and has not acted, as advisor to any other party. Accordingly, the Consultant makes no
representations as to the appropriateness, accuracy or completeness of the Report for any other
party's purposes.


4. No reliance may be placed upon the Report or any of its contents by any recipient of the Report for
any purpose and any party receiving a copy of the Report must make and rely on their own
enquiries in relation to the issues to which the Report relates, the contents of the Report and all
matters arising from or relating to or in any way connected with the Report or its contents.


5. Subject to clause 6 below, the Report is confidential and must be maintained in the strictest
confidence and must not be disclosed to any party for any purpose without the prior written
consent of the Consultant.


6. All tax advice, tax opinions, tax returns or advice relating to the tax treatment or tax structure of
any transaction to which the Consultant’s services relate (“Tax Advice”) is provided solely for the
information and internal use of Client and may not be relied upon by anyone else (other than tax
authorities who may rely on the information provided to them) for any purpose without the
Consultant’s prior written consent. If the recipient wishes to disclose Tax Advice (or portion or
summary thereof) to any other third party, they shall first obtain the written consent of the Client
before making such disclosure. The recipient must also inform the third party that it cannot rely on
the Tax Advice (or portion or summary thereof) for any purpose whatsoever without the
Consultant’s prior written consent.


7. No duty of care is owed by the Consultant to any recipient of the Report in respect of any use that
the recipient may make of the Report.


8. The Consultant disclaims all liability, and takes no responsibility, for any document issued by any
other party in connection with the Project.


9. No claim or demand or any actions or proceedings may be brought against the Consultant arising
from or connected with the contents of the Report or the provision of the Report to any recipient.
The Consultant will be released and forever discharged from any such claims, demands, actions or
proceedings.


10. To the fullest extent permitted by law, the recipient of the Report shall be liable for all claims,
demands, actions, proceedings, costs, expenses, loss, damage and liability made against or brought
against or incurred by the Consultant arising from or connected with the Report, the contents of the
Report or the provision of the Report to the recipient.


11. In the event that a recipient wishes to rely upon the Report that party must inform the Consultant
and, if the Consultant so agrees, sign and return to the Consultant a standard form of the
Consultant’s reliance letter. A copy of the reliance letter can be obtained from the Consultant. The
recipient’s reliance upon the Report will be governed by the terms of that reliance letter.
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AcronymsAppendix A


Acronym Description


AFAC Australasian Fire and Emergency Service Authorities Council
ANZEMC Australia-New Zealand Emergency Management Committee
BP Business Partner
CESF Community Emergency Services Fund
CFS Country Fire Services
DGR Deductible Gift Recipient
DTF Department of Treasury and Finance
DAP Development Assessment Panel
ESL Emergency Services Levy
EBA Enterprise Bargain Agreement
EM Emergency Management
ESS Emergency Services Sector
FBT Fringe Benefit Tax
FTE Full time equivalent
GST Goods and services tax
ICCD Intensified Charge Coupled Device
IVR Interactive Voice Recorder
MFS Metropolitan Fire Services
NSDR National Strategy for Disaster Resilience
NAS Network Attached Storage
PPRR Preparation, Preparedness, Response and Recovery
SAFECOM SA Fire and Emergency Services Commission
SAPS Service Administrative Procedures
SP2025 Strategic Plan 2015-2025
SSSA Shared Services SA
SOE Standard Operating Environment
SEICCC State Emergency Information Call Centre Capacity
SEMC State Emergency Management Committee
SES State Emergency Services
SANs Storage Area Network
SLSSA Surf Life Saving South Australia
TVSP Targeted Voluntary Separation Package
VMR Volunteer Marine Rescue
WHS Work Health Safety
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Meetings with stakeholdersAppendix B


No. Name Role Organisation Channel


1 Malcolm Jackman Chief Executive SAFECOM Interview


2 Peter Lambropoulos Manager, Finance SAFECOM Interview


3 Anna Geromichalos Manager, HR SAFECOM Group Interview


4 Liam Connelly Principal HR Consultant SAFECOM Group Interview


5 Richard Manton Manager, Information Management Services SAFECOM Group Interview


6 Cathie Seal Manager, Executive & Board Services SAFECOM Interview


7 Jude Scarborough Manager, Alert SA SAFECOM Interview


8 Brian Johnston Manager, WHS SAFECOM Interview


9 Daniel Wasyluk A/Manager, Volunteer Support SAFECOM Interview


10 Paul Sargent Manager, Assets & Procurement SAFECOM Group interview


11 Brenton Keen Manager, Capability Development SAFECOM Group interview


12 Tony McLoughlin Manager, Policy & Strategy SAFECOM Group interview


13 Greg Crossman Chief Officer MFS Interview


14 Michael Morgan Acting Deputy Chief Officer MFS Group interview


15 Glenn Benham ACFO ComSafety / Resilience MFS Group Interview


16 Don Cranwell Director, Strategic Capability & Corporate
Affairs MFS Group interview


17 Paul Fletcher ACFO Emergency Management &
Communications / ICT MFS Interview


18 Chris Beattie Chief Officer SES Interview


19 Dermot Barry Deputy Chief Officer SES Group Interview


20 Graeme Wynwood Manager, Operations & Logistics Support SES Group Interview


21 Diana McMullin Manager, Training & Organisational
Development SES Group interview


22 Sara Pulford Communications & Operations System Officer SES Group Interview


23 Jon Carr Public Affairs Officer SES Group Interview


24 David Carman General Manager CS SES Group interview


25 Greg Mennie Manager, Communications Engagement Unit SES Group Interview


26 Greg Nettleton Chief Officer CFS Interview


27 Ann De Piaz Executive Director, Frontline Services Support CFS Group Interview


28 Fiona Dunstan Manager Information Operations CFS Group Interview
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Functional level findings from work effort allocationAppendix C


Finance


Service SAFECOM (FTE) Agency (FTE) Total (FTE)


Process accounts payable and expense reimbursements 0.79 2.66 3.45
Assist in budgeting and cost analysis 1.03 1.24 2.27
Perform planning/ budgeting/forecasting 1.09 0.69 1.77
Evaluate and manage financial performance / Business
Advisory Services


0.98 0.50 1.48


Perform financial reporting 0.78 0.69 1.47
Manage credit cards 0.49 0.78 1.27
Management and strategic direction of the finance function 0.95 0.16 1.11
Manage Community Emergency Fund 1.01 0.00 1.01
Perform general accounting 0.30 0.59 0.89
Perform revenue accounting 0.16 0.62 0.78
Manage policies and procedures 0.38 0.29 0.66
Deliver Finance Training 0.44 0.20 0.63
Manage internal controls 0.30 0.14 0.44
Perform capital project accounting and reporting 0.14 0.26 0.40
Incident Finance Support 0.23 0.06 0.29
Manage shared services interface 0.19 0.04 0.23
Perform cost accounting and control 0.04 0.13 0.17
Debt Collection 0.08 0.07 0.15
Manage Accounting & Financial Mgt IT Systems 0.07 0.07 0.14
Perform fixed asset accounting 0.02 0.00 0.02


In Finance, the most centralised services currently are fixed asset accounting, managing the community emergency fund, management and strategic
direction of the finance function, managing the shared services interface and incident finance support. Within the agencies, the greatest relative effort
areas are performing revenue accounting, processing AP and expense reimbursements and performing cost accounting and control.
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Human Resources


Service SAFECOM (FTE) Agency (FTE) Total (FTE)


Develop, manage and train employees (incl. org develop.) 0.60 6.12 6.72
Recruitment and selection 1.38 1.16 2.53
Manage and maintain employee data, forms and templates 0.64 1.18 1.81
HR advisory and consultancy services 1.44 0.15 1.59
Manage employee and industrial relations 0.89 0.45 1.34
Employee/Volunteer Welfare Services 1.05 0.09 1.14
Employee and volunteer retention and recognition 0.20 0.84 1.04
Grievances and disputes 0.61 0.22 0.83
Manage reporting processes 0.49 0.29 0.78
Manage and implement HR strategy and policy 0.41 0.28 0.69
Re-deployment and retirement 0.20 0.02 0.22


In HR, the most centralised services currently are employee/volunteer welfare services, redeployment and retirement and HR advisory and consultancy
services. Within the agencies, the greatest relative effort areas are develop, manage and train employees, employee and volunteer retention and
recognition, and manage and maintain employee data, forms and templates.
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Information Technology


Service SAFECOM (FTE) Agency (FTE) Total (FTE)


Develop and maintain IT solutions / systems 0.95 2.09 3.04
Desktop support (level 2) 1.76 0.02 1.78
Helpdesk support (level 1) 1.51 0.16 1.67
Deploy IT solutions 0.75 0.33 1.08
Incident Management Support 0.20 0.67 0.87
GIS / Spatial Systems 0.00 0.79 0.79
IT asset hardware/software procurement/replacement 0.65 0.10 0.75
Technical support (level 3) 0.55 0.15 0.70
Develop and maintain IT policies and procedures 0.48 0.19 0.67
IT training 0.05 0.49 0.54
Manage enterprise information / content 0.20 0.25 0.45
Manage IT contracts and external relationships 0.36 0.07 0.43
Management of the IT function 0.15 0.23 0.38
Support business continuity / risk 0.10 0.22 0.32
Develop and manage IT customer relationships 0.23 0.08 0.31
Develop and maintain IT solutions / systems 0.95 2.09 3.04
Desktop support (level 2) 1.76 0.02 1.78
Helpdesk support (level 1) 1.51 0.16 1.67


In IT, the most centralised services currently are desktop support (levels 1 and 2), IT asset software/hardware replacement, Manage IT contracts and
external relationships, and technical support (level 3). Within the agencies, the greatest relative effort areas are GIS/Spatial Systems, IT training and
incident management support.
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Assets and Procurement


Service SAFECOM (FTE) Agency (FTE) Total (FTE)


Manage communications equipment 0.16 3.04 3.20
Procurement Management 2.11 0.48 2.59
Fleet Management 0.08 1.31 1.39
Project Management 0.39 1.00 1.39
Order materials and services 0.14 1.18 1.32
Facilities management 0.10 1.17 1.27
Maintenance of assets 0.17 0.99 1.16
Consultation process 0.31 0.73 1.04
Major infrastructure projects 0.13 0.85 0.98
Identifying asset needs 0.19 0.56 0.75
Maintain asset databases 0.11 0.50 0.61
High Level Government Strategic Infrastructure and Resourcing Plan 0.13 0.43 0.56
Record assets in databases 0.11 0.41 0.52
Appraise and develop suppliers 0.06 0.41 0.47
Acquisition of assets 0.12 0.34 0.46
Develop sourcing strategies 0.02 0.22 0.24
Disposal of assets 0.05 0.13 0.18
Assets training 0.05 0.11 0.16


In Assets and Procurement, the most centralised service currently is procurement management, whilst all other services are predominantly provided by
agencies. Within the agencies, the greatest relative effort areas are ‘manage communications equipment’, fleet management, facilities management and
developing sourcing strategies.
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Communications


Service SAFECOM (FTE) Agency (FTE) Total (FTE)


Manage CRD SACAD / Communications Centre operations 0.00 30.44 30.44
Manage operations of information lines 0.98 4.48 5.46
Community engagement 0.22 3.42 3.64
Stakeholder communication 0.79 2.02 2.81
Training development and delivery 0.57 2.24 2.81
Internal communications 0.88 1.24 2.13
Manage online communications 1.02 0.73 1.75
Public information and warnings 0.58 0.55 1.13
Manage Media Liaison 0.04 1.09 1.13
Events management 0.41 0.66 1.07
Marketing and awareness campaigns 0.29 0.70 0.99
Public Relations 0.04 0.58 0.62
Social media 0.11 0.26 0.37
Manage CRD SACAD / Communications Centre operations 0.00 30.44 30.44
Manage operations of information lines 0.98 4.48 5.46
Community engagement 0.22 3.42 3.64
Stakeholder communication 0.79 2.02 2.81
Training development and delivery 0.57 2.24 2.81


In Communications, the most centralised service currently is manage online communications. Whilst public information and warnings appears to be mainly
corporate, this is due to Alert SA input to forums and emergency management meetings to champion and promote best practice in public information and
warnings and associated systems usage across SA Government. Public warnings are generally issued at the regional level, closest to the incident. Within
the agencies, the greatest relative effort areas are the communications centre operations, manage media liaison, community engagement and public
relations.
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Work, Health and Safety


Service SAFECOM (FTE) Agency (FTE) Total (FTE)


Injury Management and Return to Work 3.04 0.81 3.85
Work Health Safety and Injury Prevention 3.02 0.70 3.72
WHS Audit 0.85 0.25 1.10
WHS&IM reporting and compliance 0.53 0.34 0.87
WHS Administration 0.30 0.39 0.69
WHS Training 0.38 0.11 0.49


In Work, Health and Safety, the most centralised services currently are WHS Safety and Injury Prevention and Injury Management and Return to Work.
Within the agencies, the greatest relative effort area is WHS Administration.
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Executive support and administration


Service SAFECOM (FTE) Agency (FTE) Total (FTE)


Administrative services 1.34 6.24 7.58
Records Management 1.03 2.98 4.01
Executive support to leadership team 0.80 1.99 2.79
Ministerial Liaison 2.18 0.50 2.68
Project work 0.35 1.27 1.62
Policies and procedures 0.35 0.92 1.27
Freedom of Information 0.71 0.44 1.15
Strategic Risk Management and Compliance 0.70 0.39 1.09
Board and Committee Support 0.31 0.66 0.97


In Executive Support and Administration, the most centralised services currently are Ministerial Liaison, Strategic Risk Management and Compliance, and
Freedom of Information. Within the agencies, the greatest relative effort areas are Administrative Services, Project work, Records Management and
Policies and Procedures.
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Emergency Management


Service SAFECOM (FTE) Agency (FTE) Total (FTE)


Project management 2.33 1.29 3.61
Provide advice to support state emergency management arrangements 1.15 1.06 2.21
Leadership and high-level policy advice on Emergency Management (EM) 0.79 1.24 2.03
Lead and Administer Agreements and Programs 1.65 0.10 1.75
Facilitate Local Government integration to state level arrangements 0.75 0.60 1.35
Representation on National and State EM Committees and Projects 0.65 0.63 1.27
EM exercises 0.10 1.00 1.10
Ministerial briefings and correspondence, cabinet communication 0.47 0.63 1.09
EM training 0.14 0.67 0.81
Partnerships and MOUs 0.36 0.32 0.68
Implementation of the National Strategy for Disaster Resilience 0.00 0.10 0.10
Project management 2.33 1.29 3.61
Provide advice to support state emergency management arrangements 1.15 1.06 2.21
Leadership and high-level policy advice on Emergency Management (EM) 0.79 1.24 2.03
Lead and Administer Agreements and Programs 1.65 0.10 1.75
Facilitate Local Government integration to state level arrangements 0.75 0.60 1.35
Representation on National and State EM Committees and Projects 0.65 0.63 1.27


In Emergency Management, the most centralised services currently are Lead and Administer Agreements and Programs, Project Management and
Facilitate Local Government Integration to state level arrangements. Within the agencies, the greatest relative effort areas are Implementation of
National Strategy for Disaster Resilience, EM exercises and EM training.
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Volunteer Services


Service SAFECOM (FTE) Agency (FTE) Total (FTE)


Volunteer services advice and support 1.42 1.39 2.81
Volunteer recruitment and retention 1.97 0.03 2.00
Training and development (non-operational) 1.15 0.77 1.92
Volunteer Services planning, policy and strategy 0.87 0.35 1.22
Manage volunteer youth programs 0.88 0.04 0.92
Annual returns submission 0.07 0.54 0.61
Volunteer and employer recognition 0.50 0.01 0.51
Data and research on volunteers 0.22 0.14 0.36


In Volunteer Services, the most centralised services currently are Volunteer Recruitment and Retention, Volunteer and Employer Recognition, and
Manager Volunteer Youth Programs. Within the agencies, the greatest relative effort areas are Annual Returns Submission and Volunteer Services Advice
and Support.
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Other tasks


Service SAFECOM (FTE) Agency (FTE) Total (FTE)


Other frontline / operational activities 0.35 40.15 40.50
Operational Competency Training - Delivery 0.02 12.00 12.02
Operational Competency Training - Administration 0.00 8.29 8.29
Other administrative duties 0.43 4.73 5.16
Operational Competency Training - Strategy 0.00 4.11 4.11


The majority of “other tasks” are frontline and operational activities. Approximately 25 FTE across the sector are involved in developing, delivering and
administering operational training, and 5 FTE towards other administrative duties, such as insurance.
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Application of decision tree across serviceAppendix D
catalogue


No. Services Activity Future channel Rationale


1 Finance


1.1 Management and
strategic direction
of the finance
function


Establish the strategic vision and initiatives
of the finance function, manage finance
resources and workload, establish
measures and monitor performance of the
finance function.


Central Overarching
strategy across the
sector, harmonise
performance
measurement


1.2 Manage policies
and procedures


Develop, maintain and publish accounting
and taxation policies, negotiate and
manage service level agreements; develop
and maintain procedures in accordance
with accounting policies.


Central Coordination of
policy &  procedure
management
across the whole
sector


1.3 Perform
planning/budgeting
/forecasting


Prepare, coordinate and manage the whole
of agency budgeting including the
development of agency budgeting
frameworks and related practices. Includes
treasury budget process/interface, budget
and estimates committee, mid-year budget
reviews, agency budget paper preparation,
State Budget Portfolio statements. Within
Agencies, this includes managing agency
plans and budgets.


Business
Partnering


Functional expert
to work closely with
agencies to build
and monitor
budgets and apply
lessons learned
across the sector


1.4 Assist in budgeting
and cost analysis


Assist in preparation, coordination and
management of agency budgets in line with
budgeting frameworks and related
practices. Includes assistance with
forecasting and cost analysis within the
agencies.


Business
Partnering


Functional expert
to work closely with
agencies to provide
an appropriate
framework and
meaningful analysis


1.5 Evaluate and
manage financial
performance /
Business Advisory
Services


Perform management accounting/analysis
including month-end management and
executive reporting.  Provide advice and
support to strategic and business planning,
cabinet submissions, State Budget process,
business cases and projects.  Also includes
reports produced to evaluate investment
programs. Excludes financial statement
preparation or transactional reports.


Business
Partnering


Functional expert
to provide value-
added analysis,
reporting, and
advice in line with a
common
framework across
the sector


1.6 Perform general
accounting


Includes preparation and posting of
journals and chart of account maintenance,
budget loads into the general ledger, job
submissions.  Includes maintenance of the
general ledger system. Includes all other
general ledger reconciliations not
performed under a specific sub-function
(I.e. A/P, A/R, Payroll, Fixed Assets, GST,
FBT, Job costing etc.). Monitoring accuracy
of data, running object reports, maintaining
and reconciling local spreadsheets to
support effective monitoring, preparing
transfer of expenditures to rectify
discrepancies and monitoring the action of
these transfers. Includes data collection
and reconciliation from subsidiary or


Central COA maintenance
and journal posting
does not require
specific agency
knowledge and can
be performed from
a central location
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No. Services Activity Future channel Rationale


related entities to form a consolidated
position.


1.7 Perform cost
accounting and
control


Maintain and manage generic job costing
(data capture) and reconciliation to general
ledgers. Includes variance analysis,
measurement and evaluation of
performance etc. to allow managers to
evaluate, control and account for
resources.


Business
Partnering


Functional expert
to work closely with
agencies to provide
meaningful various
analysis and
performance
measurement


1.8 Perform revenue
accounting


Establish credit policies and process
customer credit. Invoice customer and
process accounts receivables and manage
collections. Reconciliation of accounts.


SSSA Activities fall within
scope of what SSSA
provides


1.9 Perform fixed asset
accounting


Data entry of asset addition, disposal and
valuation into financial asset registers,
processing and reconciliation of
transactions between the fixed asset and
general ledger systems for accounting and
financial reporting purposes.  Excludes the
management of assets and facilities for
operational purposes (e.g. stocktaking,
performing valuations, and negotiation of
purchase or disposal and maintenance
activities).


Central Fixed asset
accounting, whilst
requiring liaison,
does not require
specific agency
knowledge and can
be performed from
a central location


1.10 Perform financial
reporting


Includes preparation of transactional cost
centre/business unit reports and
consolidated financial reports. Perform
consolidated reporting/review of cost
management reports. Prepare financial
statements. Balance sheet reconciliations.
Production of all regulatory reports and
returns for external bodies (e.g.
Workcover, Insurance etc.); Preparing
business unit and consolidated financial
accounts.
For Agencies, this includes undertaking
unit audits of financial accounts, preparing
unit financial statements, preparing reports
for Auditor General and DTF.


Central Preparation of
financial
statements applies
across the whole
sector.
Unit audits need to
be done centrally
by a specialist or
external auditor,
and reports should
have a common
structure


1.11 Perform capital
project accounting
and reporting


Maintain and manage generic project
system (data capture) and reconciliation to
general ledgers.


Business
Partnering


Functional expert
with close
connection to
agency activity


1.12 Process accounts
payable and
expense
reimbursements


Includes time taken to respond to queries,
resolve queries, code and any processing of
accounts payable/expense
reimbursements.


Agency Approvals and
coding in line with
delegations
framework


1.13
a


Deliver Finance
Training


Deliver financial training to personnel
including implementation of new
policies/procedures/systems and induction
of new personnel. Includes developing the
training strategy and coordinating training
requirements


Central Implementation of
functional training
strategy and
coordination across
the sector as a
whole


1.13
b


Deliver Finance
Training


Delivery of finance training tailored to
agency needs.


Business
Partnering


Functional expert
who works closely
with agency
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No. Services Activity Future channel Rationale


1.14 Manage internal
controls


Establish, operate, monitor and report on
internal controls including management of
delegations of authority,
addressing/monitoring Auditor Generals
recommendations, and financial
management compliance program.


Central Internal controls
and DOA apply
across sector as a
whole and require
central
coordination


1.15 Manage shared
services interface


Manage service level agreement, meetings,
shared services contact point, handle
shared services queries.


Central Requires central
coordination on
behalf of sector


1.16 Manage Accounting
and Financial Mgt
IT Systems


Provide enabling systems for agencies,
managing development in financial
systems.


Central Systems apply
across sector


1.17 Manage credit
cards


Manage credit card transactions; perform
credit card audits and reconciliations.


Central Credit card
management the
same across sector


1.18 Manage Community
Emergency Fund


CESF funds the sector (MFS, CFS, SES,
SAFECOM and payment to other
Government agencies and NGOs).  All
functions including day-to-day accounting
(e.g. reconcile receipts, make payments),
monthly reporting, CESF and sector
liquidity/cashflow, annual ESL rate setting
and budget process, sector-wide budgeting
issues such as forward estimates creation,
briefings/minutes to executive and Minister
(e.g. proposals to use CESF to fund
initiatives, NGO activity and proposals,
funding agreements/deeds etc.),
correspondence on CESF issues,
procurement and financial oversight of
SLSSA and VMR operating and capital
programs and shark patrol matters.


Central Fund that applies
across sector and
does not require
sector specific
knowledge


1.19 Incident Finance
Support


Finance support to incidents including
without notice requirements to support
processing of payments, incident cost
estimation, briefings and funding strategy.
Finance is a specific function under the
Australasian Inter-Agency Incident
Management System (AIIMS).


Business
Partnering


Requires specific
agency knowledge
to support
operations from a
financial
perspective


1.20 Debt Collection Manage and oversee debt collection
process for outstanding accounts.


Central Central
coordination
function across
sector
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No. Services Activity Future
channel Rationale


2 HR


2.1 Manage and
implement HR
strategy and
policy


For SAFECOM, this includes developing the
HR strategy at the agency level, developing,
implementing, monitoring and updating HR
plans, and ensuring practices and
procedures comply with changing
employment legislation.
For Agencies, this includes implementing
agency-level strategy and policy and
developing additional policy to fill gaps.
Includes reviewing, updating and assisting
with the implementation plan of the SAPs
and policies, and managing HR documents
that support the EA and Award. For MFS,
the outplaced HR Manager and outplaced
HR Consultant reviews, updates and assists
with the implementation plan of the SAPs
and policies.  MFS has in excess of 40 'HR'
related documents which are unique to the
emergency service sector and their
interpretation and management is required
to support the EA and Award.


Central Overarching
strategy across the
sector, setting
policy to apply
across agencies for
individual agencies
to implement


2.2a Recruitment and
selection


For SAFECOM, this refers to placement of
job advertisements, providing the overall
framework and advice on recruitment, and
assistance in the interview process. Includes
advice on the creation of position
description documents. Includes Executive
and Non-Executive employment contract
coordination and preparation (new and
revised contracts).


Central Overarching
framework for
recruitment,
including templates
and guidelines,
requiring central
coordination


2.2b Recruitment and
selection


For Agencies, this refers to interviewing
candidates, negotiating offers and the
selection process, preparation and
management of contracts. Includes the
development of position descriptions,
creation of position, their approval, and the
storage of executive and non-executive role
designs. Includes Targeted Recruitment
Programs (MFS recruits etc).  Further to
this, the MFS has SAPS implemented
through negotiations with the unions that
detail how recruitment processes including
promotions and secondments will be
managed which are consistent with
industrial arrangements.


Business
Partnering


Functional expert
to provide specific
agency advice and
support during
recruitment
process, including
assistance in
negotiation
processes with
unions


2.3a Develop, manage
and train
employees (incl.
organisational
development)


For SAFECOM, this includes aligning
employee and organisational developmental
needs, developing and delivering cross-
agency training and programs, aligning and
assessing employee competencies,
performance management framework,
administration of the Commonwealth Paid
Parental Leave Scheme.


Central Cross-agency
organisational
development
requiring central
coordination


2.3a Develop, manage
and train
employees (incl.
organisational


For Agencies, this includes conducting
induction training, organisational
development, managing employee
performance review process, evaluating and


Agency Agency-specific
management of
human resources
that involves
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No. Services Activity Future
channel Rationale


development) review employee performance, managing
employee leave, checking and certification
of Bona Fide and Leave Booked reports,
management and recording of Bona Fide
and Leave Booked reports. Includes, the
management of promotions and
secondments to ensure consistency with
industrial arrangements.


applying corporate
frameworks but
making decisions
based on specific
needs


2.4 Manage employee
and industrial
relations


For SAFECOM, this includes consultation
and communication on EBA, awards and
conditions and internal reviews, and
representation at external bodies including
any necessary external and legal costs.
For Agencies, this includes representation
at external bodies including any necessary
external and legal costs. Includes provision
of support to Chief Officer in all industrial
matters, particularly where there is a
separate EA and Award, and participation in
industrial committees. The MFS's EA and
Award contains employment conditions
unique to the MFS that are outside of the
'standard' public sector conditions. The
outplaced Manager HR provides critical
support to the Chief Officer and the Deputy
Chief Officer in all industrial matters. The
MFS has an industrial committee which the
outplaced HR Manager is a member of.  This
committee inter alia, has been established
from an agency perspective to minimise
industrial risk for the business


Business
Partnering


Whilst this has
potential to be
delivered centrally
the different
Enterprise
agreements and
industrial
arrangements tend
towards a business
partnering model


2.5 Employee and
volunteer
retention and
recognition


For SAFECOM, this includes managing and
administering employee benefits and
remuneration processes, reviewing and
conducting employee satisfaction
measures, developing salary/compensation
structure and remuneration
assessment/research.
For Agencies, this includes retaining skilled
and motivated employees by creating an
environment that enables employees to
succeed and to develop behaviours and
skills.


Central Overarching
management
across the sector,
from a central
location


2.6a Re-deployment
and retirement


For SAFECOM, this includes redeployment
reporting, case management,
arranging/identifying suitable duties,
management of excess employees, TVSP
co-ordination.


Central Centralised
reporting and
management
across the sector


2.6b Re-deployment
and retirement


For Agencies, this includes employee salary,
on costs and costs associated with
placement initiatives (e.g. training,
vocational assessment, external specialist
assistance) throughout the redeployment
process, provision of duties and day-to-day
management, managing the promotion and
demotion process. Includes working with
senior management team to review and
implement medium to long term strategies


Business
Partnering


Whilst this has
potential to be
delivered centrally
the different
Enterprise
agreements and
industrial
arrangements tend
towards a business
partnering model
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No. Services Activity Future
channel Rationale


for workforce planning requirements
including developing and investigating
reports etc. The MFS's outplaced HR
Manager and HR Consultant work with the
MFS senior management team to review
and implement medium to long term
strategies for workforce planning
requirements including developing and
investigating reports etc.


2.7 HR advisory and
consultancy
services


For SAFECOM, this includes providing
expertise and professional consulting
services across a broad range of human
resource management matters, including
equity and diversity, job specifications,
classifications, equal employment
opportunity and reclassification assessment
(executive and non-executive).  Includes
classification review, assessment and
determination. For Agencies, this includes
correctly and consistently interpreting and
applying unique industrial arrangements to
ensure industrial risk is minimised. The
MFS's outplaced HR Manager and HR
Consultant must interpret and apply the
MFS EB and Award and associated
documents correctly and consistently to
ensure industrial risk is minimised.


Business
Partnering


Functional expert
to provide specific
agency advice and
support on a range
of matters


2.8 Manage reporting
processes


For SAFECOM, this includes workforce
reporting including liaison with Shared
Services (Agency, Whole of Government)
For Agencies, this includes agency-specific
HR reporting and analysis. The MFS's
outplaced HR Manager and HR Consultant
prepares reports including analysing.


Central Reporting across
the sector,
coordination of
agency-specific
reporting from
central location


2.9 Manage and
maintain
employee data,
forms and
templates


For SAFECOM, this includes the creation
and updating of standard forms and
templates, administration of personnel files,
HR forms processing – excluding leave and
overtime, and managing queries related to
leave, payroll, employee benefits and
contractual arrangements
For Agencies, this includes the completion
of forms and templates and maintenance of
HR relates forms that are specific to agency
working conditions.  MFS has a number of
HR relates forms which are specific to MFS
and their working conditions which the
outplaced HR Manager and HR Consultant
are required to maintain.


Central Central
maintenance of
standard forms and
templates,
processing and
non-agency specific
advice.


2.10 Grievances and
disputes


For SAFECOM, this includes the provision of
advice relating to grievances and disputes
including dispute resolution. Includes
serious performance, discipline, medical
and physical management processes,
provision of advice, and Investigations (may
involve engagement of external specialists)
For Agencies, this includes the management
of grievances and disputes including dispute


Business
Partnering


Functional expert
who has a close
working
relationship with
and strong
knowledge of
specific issues that
agencies face
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No. Services Activity Future
channel Rationale


resolution. Includes the management of
matters including any necessary external
and legal costs (HR provides assistance),
and Investigations (may involve
engagement of external specialists).
Includes managing matters consistently
with SAPs and industrial framework.
Includes management of tribunal actions
and claims. The MFS with its own EA and
industrial arrangements, matters of this
nature must be managed consistent with
SAPS and the industrial framework.  The
outplaced HR Manager has a critical role in
providing advice to the Senior Management
Team.


2.11 Employee/Volunt
eer Welfare
Services


For SAFECOM, this includes the
management and allocation of referrals to
the Employee Assistance Program
providers, management of data collection
and reporting of data on a monthly basis to
the agencies. Includes co-ordination of the
Stress Prevention and Management Team,
organisation and delivery of training
sessions for peer support, coordination of
peers on deployment interstate and
intrastate and general management of the
wellbeing of the team. Includes assistance
to Managers and Commanders with
team/conflict issues and issues amongst
volunteers in their regions. Includes
provision of welfare support to staff
members of SAFECOM, CFS and SES and
monitor their health and wellbeing before,
during and after the fire season and
campaign fires. Includes provision of
welfare assistance to families following a
line of duty death, family death and/or
illness/injury. Includes working closely with
the WHS and IM team and monitoring the
welfare of claimants from SAFECOM, CFS
and SES. Includes representation of the
sector on committees such as the South
Australian Suicide Prevention Committee,
the AFAC Health and Wellbeing Network.
Includes overseeing the Mental Health and
Wellbeing program for SAFECOM, CFS and
SES paid staff and producing a monthly
newsletter. Includes liaison with the
Employee Support Coordinator in MFS to
discuss common issues and peer support
training ideas.


Central Central service that
applies across the
sector
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3 Information Technology / Information Management Services


3.1 Develop and
maintain IT
policies and
procedures


For SAFECOM, this includes the
development, documentation and ongoing
maintenance of IT policies and procedures.
For Agencies, this includes the
implementation of policy and adaptation of
policy to agency-level context (e.g. filling in
policy gaps).


Central Overarching policy
and procedures
across the sector,
for implementation
by agencies


3.2 Management of
the IT function


Develop agency-wide IT strategy and
frameworks.  Includes portfolio
management, investment frameworks,
governance models, information security
and management policies, enterprise
architecture, and any other overarching
policies and procedures as they relate to the
enterprise. Includes Senior Management
positions with responsibility for all, or a
significant number of sub functions within
the IT function.  Responsibilities include
providing overall direction, managing
resources, IT budget, administration and
team relations etc.
For Agencies, this includes evaluation of
current and future use of IT in the agency
for the sector, and preparing and
implementing plans to ensure IT investment
meets business objectives; and monitoring
conformity to policies and performance
against plans.


Central Overall
coordination and
management of the
function across the
sector


3.3 Develop and
manage IT
customer
relationships


Manage client relationships within the IT
function to customers/clients. Includes
developing business and user requirements,
sourcing and selecting systems, manage
service level agreements, obtain and
analyse customer satisfaction, manage
demand for IT services.


Central Management of
client relationships
across the sector
requiring central
coordination


3.4 Manage IT
contracts and
external
relationships


Manage IT contracts including the ongoing
monitoring of work performed. Includes
management of licensing arrangements and
compliance to license agreements, as well
as outsourced contracts. Includes SA Govt
panel contracts and maintenance
agreement management.


Central Management and
monitoring of IT
contracts across
the sector requiring
central
coordination


3.5 Incident
Management
Support


Dispatch of Incident Management Team kits,
on-site setup and configuration, ongoing
support of Incident Management Team kits,
Logistics kits, Incident Control Vehicle and
Group Control Centres, support of
Operational systems, procurement services
and web/intranet information updated,
Technical expertise in establishing incident
management teams, support to State
Coordination Centre.


Central Central support for
incidents and
operational
systems


3.6 Support business
continuity and
risk


Develop and manage business resilience,
regulatory compliance as well as perform
risk management; develop business
continuity plans; develop and implement


Business
Partnering


Business continuity
requires a common
framework
established
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security, privacy, and data protection
controls.


centrally but
deployed
specifically to
agencies


3.7 Manage
enterprise
information /
content


Provide administration, support and training
for the Content Management System and
associated websites, manage information
resources.


Central Requires central
management
across the sector


3.8 Develop and
maintain IT
solutions /
systems


Provide technical development and
maintenance, upgrades/enhancements;
manage IT solution life cycle and develop
solution strategies, retire solutions (both
local and centralised systems).


Central Central oversight,
however some
aspects of design/
upgrade could be
business partnering


3.9 IT asset
hardware/
software
procurement/
replacement


Procure computer hardware and associated
peripheral devices, software, consumables,
maintenance services, management of
software licences, maintenance of IT asset
registers; manage lifecycle (procurement to
disposal) for desktops and servers.


Central Centralisation of IT
procurement and
asset management
function across the
sector


3.10 Deploy IT
solutions


Roll-out and implement systems, deliver
new programs and change management.
Plan and manage releases.


Business
Partnering


Experts assisting
agencies with
systems roll-outs


3.11a IT training Development and coordination of IT training
for staff and volunteers (application specific
or agency-specific).


Central Implementation of
strategy and
coordination across
the sector


3.11b IT training Deliver IT training for staff and volunteers Business
Partnering


Functional expert
helping deliver
specific training


3.12 GIS / Spatial
Systems


All activities relating to Geographic
Information Systems (GIS), mapping and
spatial systems


Business
Partnering


Functional expert
advising specific
agencies in line
with their GIS needs


3.13 Helpdesk support
(level 1)


Manage and deliver level 1 IT helpdesk (i.e.
queries, incidents), provide IT Support to
staff and volunteers on a 24x7 basis.


Central Helpdesk support
applicable to all
agencies


3.14 Desktop support
(level 2)


Support for desktops, laptops and
peripheral devices such as printers,
monitors and personal digital assistants;
remove and on-site support set up and
configure computers for new users,
repairing software or hardware issues,
moving workstations.


Central Helpdesk support
applicable to all
agencies


3.15 Technical support
(level 3)


Manage and support IT infrastructure,
network (LAN and WAN), server, storage
management, data backup and restoration.
Includes:  a) Support and maintenance of
data network and server infrastructure
(including Cloud services), b) Storage
management (SANs, NAS, including backup
and recovery), c) SOE management (server
and desktop), d) Network and desktop
security implementation, e) Support and
maintenance of security devices (e.g.
firewalls, proxy servers).


Central Helpdesk support
applicable to all
agencies
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4 Assets and procurement


4.1a High Level
Government
Strategic
Infrastructure
and Resourcing
Plan


Providing common framework for
developing long term asset planning


Central Common
framework across
all sectors


4.1b Developing strategic plan for each agency.
e.g. 30-year Strategic Plan for Greater
Adelaide by MFS


Agency Functional expert
advising specific
agencies in line
with needs


4.2a Identifying asset
needs


Consolidating asset needs identified across
agencies (e.g. a parcel of land in a particular
vicinity)


Central Central
coordination
function required


4.2b Identifying agencies specific needs Agency Operational staff
input


4.3a Acquisition of
assets


Ensuring asset acquisition process followed
by agencies are in line with PC114 -
‘Government Real Property Management'.


Central Ensuring
compliance across
sector


4.3b Managing activities associated with asset
acquisition. E.g. in case of land acquisition,
dealing with regional and local stakeholders


Agency Operational staff
input


4.4 Maintenance of
assets


Planned maintenance, preventative
maintenance, emergency breakdown
maintenance, routine maintenance,
corrective maintenance, overhaul
equipment, manage facilities operations and
logistics (relocate people, relocate materials
and tools), replacement/refurbishment and
minor works under the mandated Across
Government Facility Management
Arrangement (AGFMA).


Business
Partnering


Functional expert
working to respond
to agency needs


4.5 Consultation
process


Consultation with end users and their
representatives associated with Strategic
Planning, Capital Works, Minor works and
refurbishment and replacement of fixed
assets, appliances and equipment. Includes
consultation on all aspects of building,
appliances and equipment.


Business
Partnering


Functional expert
working closely to
with agency
providing guidance
for dealing with end
users and
representatives


4.6a Disposal of assets Ensuring asset disposal process followed by
agencies are in line with PC114 -
‘Government Real Property Management'.


Central Ensure policy
compliance across
the sector


4.6a Disposal of assets Managing activities associated with asset
disposals including disposal of buildings,
mobile assets, trucks, land, etc


Agency Operational staff
input into disposal


4.7 Facilities
management


Includes maintenance of fire station
facilities, aviation strips, etc.


Business
Partnering


Functional expert
working to respond
to agency needs


4.8a Fleet
Management


Maintenance of mobile assets including
group cars, staff cars, volunteer vehicles
etc.


Business
Partnering


Functional expert
working to respond
to agency needs


4.8b Fleet
Management


Develop uniform approach to fleet
management


Central Coordinated
approach centrally
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4.9 Manage
communications
equipment


Management of communications equipment
(e.g. Government Radio Network) that
includes radio, voice, text, pagers - includes
rollout, support and training to staff and
volunteers. Includes agency managed
mobiles, mobile computer terminals (MCTs).
Includes managing use and requirements,
as well as programing and issuing of new
terminal equipment, and maintaining of
database on equipment.


Agency Operational
management of
communications
equipment that is
specific to a
particular agency’s
needs


4.10 Record assets in
databases


Enter asset records in internal databases. Business
Partnering


Functional expert
providing
operational link
with central team


4.11 Manage asset
records


Track and update asset records. Provide
intelligence for forward planning by
managing records in database


Central Coordination role
across the sector


4.12 Develop sourcing
strategies


Develop procurement plan, clarify
purchasing requirements, develop inventory
strategy, match needs to supply
capabilities, analyse spend profile, seek
opportunities to improve efficiency and
value, collaborate with suppliers to identify
sourcing opportunities.


Business
Partnering


Functional expert
working closely
with agencies to
develop tailored
strategies in line
with needs


4.14 Order materials
and services


Process/review requisitions, approve
requisitions, solicit/track vendor quotes,
create/distribute purchase orders, expedite
orders and satisfy inquiries, record receipt
of goods, research/resolve exceptions.


Central Coordinated and
centrally managed
process for
ordering materials/
services


4.15 Appraise and
develop suppliers


Monitor/manage supplier information;
prepare/analyse procurement and vendor
performance, support inventory and
production processes, monitor quality of
product delivered.


Central Central monitoring
of supplier
information and
reporting on
performance


4.16 Major
infrastructure
projects


Planning, designing, consulting and project
management delivery of major
infrastructure projects, manage any
warranty / defect matters.


Business
Partnering


Functional expert
working closely
with agencies to
deliver projects


4.17a Assets training Development of training courses related to
assets and procurement.


Central Implementation of
strategy and
coordination across
the sector


4.17a Assets training Delivery of training courses related to
assets and procurement.


Business
Partnering


Functional expert
helping deliver
specific training


4.18 Project
Management


Includes managing and delivering major and
minor capital works projects, updating &
recording all documentation, obtaining
planning approvals, attending on-site
meetings, reviewing financial
documentation and approving payments.


Central Coordination and
management
function delivered
from a central
location
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5 Communications ('technical systems' and 'corporate')


5.1 Manage CRD
SACAD /
Communications
Centre operations


Operation of Call Receipt and Dispatch
(CRD) system via the Computer Aided
Dispatch (SACAD). Includes operation of
Emergency call numbers, Incident
management notifications, management of
security and access to premises,
administration of emergency incident
records, population of incident information
systems.


Central This operational
function applies to
all agencies and
can be delivered
from a central
location


5.2 Manage
operations of
information lines


Operate various information lines such as
the Bushfire Information Hotline, 1800
Alerts, and manage the CFS and SES IVR in
case of incidents relating to Bushfire,
Extreme Heat, Storms, etc.
Includes State Emergency Information Call
Centre Capacity (SEICCC) Program
capability (Alert SA) - Manage Call Centre
activations; Contract Management (WebCC,
IVR, ICCD); maintain standard operating
procedures & operator manuals; Maintain
on-call rosters; Liaison to maintain Agency
relationships & MOUs ; Call Centre
Memorandums of Understanding (National
and three South Australian spoke call
centres)
Includes Emergency Alert (Alert SA) -
Manage enquiries though the advertised
telephone number and email address;
Follow up enquiries through email or phone
contact; Report on the level of new
enquiries; Funding management;
Jurisdictional representation (High Level
Group, Steering Committee, Contract
Management Oversight Committee, Super
User Reference Group, Strategic Objectives
Committee, Business Requirements
Development Workshop); Manage
functionality (input); Training & procedure
resources, Jurisdictional Administration
(configuration/ monitoring/audit);
Equipment; Testing, Communications
campaign oversight.


Central Operation of
information lines
can be delivered
from a central
location provided
resources are
training
appropriately and
have the required
knowledge


5.3a Manage online
communications


Update online content (agency sites,
portals), audit information on the
intranet/internet & make recommendations
for relevant changes.


Business
Partnering


Functional expert
applying common
framework while
advising agencies


5.3b Manage online
communications


Alert SA Website and App, SAFECOM, and
sa.gov.au sites


Central Communication
channels applicable
across the sector


5.4 Manage Media
Liaison


Manage media interactions including routine
media enquiries, media on-call duties to
facilitate the timely flow of information via
multiple channels including incident alerts,
media releases, press conferences to all
media of significant incidents; monitoring of
print, internet and broadcast transcripts
and articles to provide regular updates to


Business
Partnering


Functional expert
advising a
particular agency
on issues specific to
that agency
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staff about media activity; issues
management.


5.5 Public Relations Manage corporate branding and image, as
well as the spread of information relating to
the sector.


Business
Partnering


Functional expert
advising agencies
on branding
specific to that
particular agency


5.6 Marketing and
awareness
campaigns


Build awareness of agency work through
targeted marketing and communications
campaigns; develop and conduct public
safety campaigns e.g. bushfire, flood, home
fire safety). Includes research and
evaluation work related to campaigns.


Business
Partnering


Functional expert
advising agencies
on campaigns
specific to that
particular agency


5.7 Public
information and
warnings


Tasks associated with issuing a public
warning such as Extreme Heat, Flood, etc.
Includes Alert SA input to forums and
emergency management meetings to
champion and promote best practice in
public information and warnings and
associated systems usage across SA
Government; Reporting from forums to
management and governance forums;
Action recommendations from forums;
Manage the State Public Information &
Warnings Advisory Group (Provide working
reports, secretariat services, prepare and
distribute papers, agendas and minutes).


Agency Operational activity
that differs across
the agencies


5.8a Social media Policy for online social media
communications channels, including
Twitter, Facebook, etc.


Central Overarching
harmonised policy
across sector


5.8b Social media Management and content development for
online social media communications
channels, including Twitter, Facebook


Business
Partnering


Advice on content
specific to agency


5.9 Stakeholder
communication


Communicate with other government
agencies, local government, SA Power
Networks, etc. Also includes written
briefings and communications for the
Minister for Emergency Services Office and
Premier’s Office.


Agency Part of operational
and frontline
support staff role


5.10a Training
development and
delivery


Delivery and assessment of nationally-
recognised training in the operation and
management of the CRD function, some
general media training (e.g. fire safety,
flood, hazmat)


Central Training that can
benefit from
centralised
coordination


5.10b Training
development and
delivery


Develop and deliver tailored training media
packages to staff and volunteers, relating to
routine operational issues (e.g. emergency
incidents) and community safety issues.
Includes development, and national public
warnings. Includes specific media training,
provision of training in the correct use of
equipment for staff and volunteers.


Business
Partnering


Functional expert
advising on tailored
training relating to
operational issues


5.11 Internal
communications


Prepare and deliver communications to
internal staff (intranet, members only
portal, print) of both routine and non-


Agency Autonomy for
management of
internal agency
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routine matters. Includes documentation
production and review for
management/Ministerial/Parliamentary/Esti
mates briefings.


communications


5.12a Events
management


Preparation, coordination and management
of events for emergency service medals,
and other events as required; maintaining
events calendar. All hazard approach.


Central Overall
coordination of
events across
sector done
centrally


5.12b Events
management


Prepare, coordinate and manage
community events on safety awareness,
community support events (e.g. charities
and worthwhile causes). manage events /
visits for the community cabinet / minister


Business
Partnering


Management of
community events
best managed by
individual agencies
in liaison with
business partner


5.13 Community
engagement


Work with the community to identify needs
to build awareness on specific emergency /
safety issues.


Business
Partnering


Functional expert
assisting agencies
in engaging with
their communities
and stakeholders
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6 Work, Health and Safety


6.1 Work Health
Safety and Injury
Prevention


Provide consultancy advice for the sector;
Policy development and maintenance;
Assist and lead Agencies in regard to
review, measurement and compliance of
their WHS & IM systems: Workplace/site
inspections; Workplace accident/incident
investigations and reports; Workplace risk
assessments – generic; plant; chemical;
Provide consultancy advice to volunteers,
health and safety reps, staff and health and
safety committees; Provide operational
support during escalation of emergencies
and rostered on call safety advisors 24
hours.


Business
Partnering


Functional expert
providing specific
consultancy advice
to the agency


6.2 Injury
Management and
Return to Work


Provide workers compensation claims
management for the sector; Consult with
injured workers, managers, representatives
and medical practitioners in relation to
injury management; Provide
internal/external rehabilitation and return
to work for the sector; Attend SA
employment tribunal.


Central Managing claims in
a coordinated
manner across the
sector


6.3 WHS&IM
reporting and
compliance


Provide statistical data and reports for the
agencies' health and safety forums, sector
and Board. Includes management of control
improvement plans.


Central Common approach
to data analysis and
reporting across
sector


6.4 WHS Audit WHS facility audit activities, internal audit. Central Common approach
to audit across
sector


6.5 WHS
Administration


Manage early notification to region, log
reports on behalf of injured person (HIRM
report).


Agency Operational staff
input into process


6.6 WHS Training Develop and delivery WHS training to staff
and volunteers - administer online training
program.


Central Coordination of
training across the
sector
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7 Executive support and administration


7.1a Board and
Committee
Support


Provide Board and Committee Executive
support to sector-wide structures (e.g. to
SAFECOM Board, Sector Advisory Committee,
Audit and Risk Management Committee,
Building Projects Review Committee);
Prepare Charters and Terms of Reference;
Review of Board and Committee
performance; Research and report writing
(e.g. for Audit and Risk Working Group, Audit
and Risk Management Committee, Building
Projects Review Committee).  Includes
SEICCC Op Reference groups and State Public
Information & Warnings Advisory Group


Central Corporate tasks
best coordinated
centrally


7.1b Board and
Committee
Support


Provide Committee Executive support for
agency specific structure (i.e. CFS/SES/MFS
Committees)


Agency Executive support
to individual
agencies


7.2 Ministerial Liaison Provide advice and support to the Minister's
Office and the sector as required (e.g.
organising state-wide sector reform
roundtable meetings); Prepare, write and edit
annual Estimates Committee briefings,
Parliamentary Briefings, Cabinet submissions,
Cabinet comments and review process,
assistance in the preparation of speeches,
Ministerial correspondence and other
Ministerial Liaison as required; Produce
SAFECOM Annual Report for tabling in
Parliament.


Central Coordinated
approach to
engaging with
external bodies,
although some
liaison with
ministers offices
will be done directly
by agencies


7.3a Policies and
procedures


Develop the SAFECOM policy and procedure
framework; develop, manage and coordinate
SAFECOM policies and procedures;


Central Corporate
SAFECOM policies
managed centrally


7.3b Policies and
procedures


Develop, manage and coordinate agency-
specific policies and procedures, includes
coordinating and updating various policies
and procedures.


Business
Partnering


Agency-specific
policies within
overall framework
through business
partner support


7.4a Strategic Risk
Management and
Compliance


Provide strategic leadership and specialist
advice in risk management to the sector and
to ensure the SAFECOM Board receives a
comprehensive and accurate combined risk
register; Lead/contribute to the sector Audit
and Risk Working Group in addressing
compliance deficits as identified by the
Auditor-General and the sector Financial
Management Compliance Program, risk of
corruption, misconduct and
maladministration, compliance with
legislative responsibilities.


Central Overarching
framework for
strategic risk
management and
compliance across
the sector


7.4b Strategic Risk
Management and
Compliance


Business continuity planning and
management, agency specific risk
management


Business
Partnering


Functional expert
advising agencies
based on context


7.5 Freedom of
Information


Collate material and manage FOI
determinations and reporting for SAFECOM,
MFS, SES, and CFS.


Agency FOI requests are
specific to agencies
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7.6a Records
Management


Champion records management across the
sector to increase the number of business
units complying with the State Records Act
1997; System administration of the Objective
Electronic Data Records Management System
(EDRMS); Training and supporting staff in use
of Objective; Helpdesk for electronic records
management issues; Assessment of
electronic and physical documents for
appropriate retention or disposal, in
accordance with State Records and other
requirements; Assist agencies with the
management of Incident records;
Development and Review of the sector
Operational Records Disposal Schedule in
conjunction with State Records; Liaise with
State Records regarding sector records
management including the Annual State
Records audit.


Central Central harmonised
approach and
system for records
management


7.6b Records
Management


For Agencies, this includes maintaining
volunteer records.


Business
Partnering


Central staff
member providing
overall framework
and applying to
specific agency
situations


7.7 Project work Includes management of whole of SAFECOM
internet / intranet update project; legislation
update; includes Agency-related project
management activities.


Business
Partnering


Coordinated project
management
support applied
individually to
agencies


7.8 Executive support
to leadership
team


Provide a confidential secretarial and general
administrative service to the leadership team
(e.g. Chief Officers, CE of SAFECOM)
including organising meetings, arranging
itineraries, travel and accommodation,
briefings, preparation of correspondence,
minutes, letters and reports.


Business
Partnering


Pool of executive
support staff who
can provide
coverage when key
people are on leave


7.9 Administrative
services


Includes reception, mail handling, PA
services, general administrative services such
as copying, collating, data entry (e.g. for
incident reports), filing, minute taking,
preparing correspondence and mailouts.


Business
Partnering


Pool of
administrative
support staff who
can provide
coverage when key
people are on leave
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8 Emergency Management


8.1 Leadership and
high-level policy
advice on
Emergency
Management (EM)


Promote the objectives of the National
Strategy for Disaster Resilience (NSDR) and
facilitate implementation of agreed
initiatives across government. Includes the
development of a SA Framework to
implement the NSDR and a State
Emergency Risk Management Framework.
Consult with stakeholders and provide
policy advice - including includes research,
coordination of jurisdictional
response/position etc. Provide emergency
management policy advice to national and
state agencies (government and non-
government) as required.  Represent the
Emergency Services Sector (CFS, SES and
MFS) as a single point of contact.


Central (and
Agency)


Single point of
contact for EM
requiring central
location. However
there may be
similar advice
provided from staff
within agencies,
which could justify
an agency
component


8.2 Representation
on National and
State EM
Committees and
Projects


Jurisdictional representation (including
chairing) and contribution to the work
programs of national committees and
project groups including:
Influence the national agenda to enhance
national and state capability.
Consult with South Australian stakeholders
to establish a South Australia position on
national policy and resolutions.
Provide linkages between the national
agenda and state programs via the SEMC,
SEMC Advisory Groups, SA NSDR Steering
Group and relevant agencies.
Chair and/or provide membership on
national working groups.
Sponsor national projects on behalf of an
ANZEMC sub-committee.
Chair, membership and/or executive
support to State EM committees and
advisory/working groups, and contribute to
work programs.  Influence the State's
agenda to enhance state capability.  Consult
with stakeholders to establish State policy
and resolutions.  Provide linkages between
the national agenda and state programs via
the SEMC, SEMC Advisory Groups, SA NSDR
Steering Group and relevant agencies.


Central Overarching
coordination role
suggesting central
location


8.3 Lead and
Administer
Agreements and
Programs


Administer National Partnership Agreement
on Natural Disasters and the associated
Natural Disaster Resilience Program
(NDRP). Regional Community Capability
Fund on behalf of the Minister for
Emergency Services, and SA Resilient
Australia Award Program. Consult and
collaborate with the State Mitigation
Advisory Group, Hazard Leaders and Zone
Emergency Management Committees to
develop a whole of sector approach for
communicating risk to the public based on
state-wide and zone level emergency risk
assessments. Develop strategies in the SA
NSDR Communications Plan to deliver a


Central Overarching
coordination role
suggesting central
location
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range of objectives


8.4 Implementation
of the National
Strategy for
Disaster
Resilience


Develop and maintain the SA NSDR
Implementation Plan and provide bi-monthly
progress reports to the SEMC. Co-chair the
SA NSDR Steering Group (sub-committee of
the State EM Committee). Custodian of the
South Australia Emergency Management
secure web portal (Govdex).  Develop and
progress the SA NSDR Communications
Plan. Ensure South Australia engagement in
the review of the National Strategy for
Disaster Resilience. Lead and contribute to
SA NSDR Steering Group on behalf of the
State Emergency Management Committee.
Lead, facilitate or contribute to NSDR
related initiatives to achieve nationally
agreed objectives and outcomes.


Central Overarching
coordination role
suggesting central
location


8.5a Provide advice to
support state
emergency
management
arrangements


Undertake a strategic emergency
management role across the State, across
all hazards and across PPRR.
Commonwealth Crisis Centre Liaison.
Logistics Functional Service capability.
Perform role associated with State
Mitigation Advisory Group.


Central Overarching
coordination role
suggesting central
location


8.5b Provide advice to
support state
emergency
management
arrangements


For Agencies, this includes developing
hazard plans, developing emergency
management plans, undertaking emergency
risk assessments, providing advice on DAP
or land use proposals, providing advisory
services for other hazard leaders and
control agencies.


Business
Partnering


Functional expert
providing advice
specific to a
particular agency


8.6a Partnerships and
MOUs


Working with whole-of-government to widen
the circle of responsibility and collaborates
closely across and within governments on
all phases of disaster prevention,
preparedness, response and recovery. The
EMO has established collaborative
partnerships with a range of entities
including local government, NGOs, business
and industry, and fosters and contributes to
multi-agency initiatives.


Central Overarching
coordination role
suggesting central
location


8.6b Partnerships and
MOUs


Within Agencies, this includes maintaining
collaborative networks, and maintaining
MOUs of partner agencies.


Business
Partnering


Functional expert
providing advice
specific to a
particular agency


8.7 Project
management


Sponsor/lead/manage State Significant
Projects on behalf of SEMC and Advisory
Groups and national projects on behalf of
ANZEMC and sub-committees.


Central Overarching
coordination role
suggesting central
location


8.8 EM Training Development and delivery of training
courses related specifically to Emergency
Management. For example, delivering EM
training to Councils.


Central Coordination  and
delivery of training
across the sector


8.9 Exercises Develop, facilitate and participate in
exercises.


Agency Operational activity
specific to each
agency
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8.10 Facilitate Local
Government
integration to
state level
arrangements


Support the development of co-operative
and coordinated arrangements between the
Local Government Association, on behalf of
councils and state agencies.


Agency Arrangements
specific to each
agency, however
potential scope for
centralisation of
certain
arrangements
across the sector


8.11 Ministerial
briefings and
correspondence,
cabinet
communication


Provide EM-related briefings and
correspondence for SAFECOM CE and
Minister for Emergency Services including
for their roles as jurisdictional
representatives on ANZEMC and LCCCSC.


Central Overarching
coordination role
suggesting central
location
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No. Services Activity Future
channel Rationale


9 Volunteer Services


9.1 Planning, policy
and strategy


Development and maintenance of policies
and procedures. Includes projects such as
new National Criminal History Check form,
update of CFS Chief Officers Administrative
Instructions, development of CFS
Investigation Toolkit, development of
position descriptions for volunteers,
Volunteer Charters, CFS Annual Returns


Central Overarching policy
and strategy across
the sector


9.2 Manage volunteer
youth programs


Support to young people (under 30) within
the CFS and SES. Includes Cadet programs,
Cadet Leader Training, Executive Officer
support to the CFS Youth Advisory Council,
Executive Officer support to the CFS and
SES State Cadet Committees. Includes the
development and maintenance of policies
relating to young people including
compliance with the Children’s Protection
Act 1993


Central Coordination and
management of
programs across
two agencies


9.3 Advice and
support


Provide independent advice and support to
volunteers as well as CFS and SES staff on a
range of issues including HR matters
(process for managing conflict, act as
support person during an investigation),
membership, constitutions and legislative
requirements. Includes management of
volunteer recruitment enquiry process by
email and phone, as well as management of
the National Criminal History Check
process.
For Agencies, this includes CrimTrac
checking and managing DGR (deductible gift
recipient) requirements.


Central Provision of
support and advice
to volunteers and
staff across two
agencies


9.4 Data and
research on
volunteers


Data, research and manage reporting
processes for volunteer trends. Includes
monthly snapshot of volunteer numbers to
the CFS and SES, bi-annual reports provided
to SAFECOM Board, ad-hoc reporting for
the Minister, exit surveys, AFAC reporting.


Central Coordinated
approach to data
collection, analysis,
research and
reporting across
the sector


9.5 Training and
development
(non-operational)


Leadership and management training,
preventative training to promote healthy,
well-functioning teams for all CFS and SES
volunteers.


Central Coordinated
approach to non-
operational training
relating to
volunteers


9.6 Volunteer
recruitment and
retention


Manage Health Check prior to the
commencement of a recruitment campaign -
provide a written report and
recommendations of how to address any
issues of concern, seek Request for
Services from Governance Group, facilitate
workshop to identify recruitment needs,
undertake general awareness raising
activities to promote volunteering. Support
volunteers with structured, recruitment
plans supported by resources from
headquarters and assistance in planning
recruitment activities.


Central Coordinated
approach to
volunteer
recruitment across
the sector
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No. Services Activity Future
channel Rationale


Includes Natural Disaster and Resilience
Program grant funded Targeted Volunteer
Recruitment and Retention Project -
delivering a range of recruitment and
retention resources including television
commercials, online documentaries, print
resources. The second component includes
an employer engagement breakfast which
aims to promote the CFS and SES as
volunteer organisations of choice amongst
large businesses and encourage
volunteering in the workplace.


9.7 Volunteer and
employer
recognition


Manage the Volunteer and Employer
Recognition and support Program. Provide
advice on maintaining good relationships
between volunteers and employers
including fact sheets and sample workplace
agreements.


Central Central
management of
program across
sector


9.8 Annual returns
submission


Completion and data input associated with
annual returns (e.g. CFS Annual Returns).


Agency Operational input
into process
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No. Services Activity Future
channel Rationale


10 Other tasks


10.1 Strategic
agency/sector
governance


Planning, reporting and coordination at
agency level (across functional boundaries)


Agency Specific to agency
strategic but
requiring some
coordination


10.2 Operational
Competency
Training -
Strategy


Undertaking competency training needs
analysis and developing curriculum content
for operational training (if not covered in
descriptions above)


Business
Partnering


Strategy for
training can
different across
agencies but an
overarching
strategy needs to
apply


10.3 Operational
Competency
Training -
Administration


Administration of operational competency
training programs (if not covered in
descriptions above) including liaising with
training providers, maintaining training
records, coordinating training rooms and
schedules


Central Administration of
operational training
can be combined
across agencies


10.4 Operational
Competency
Training -
Delivery


Preparing discipline-specific training course
content, instruction and delivery of the
training courses


Agency Specific to agency
in most cases but
maybe examples of
sharing on specific
topics /
competencies


10.5 Other frontline /
operational
activities


All other frontline / operational activities
not covered in the list of support activities
above  - please specify in the General
Comments section on the "Employee
Listing"


Agency Pure operational
activities specific to
a particular agency


10.6 Other
administrative
duties


All other administrative duties not covered
in the list above (e.g. insurance) - please
specify in the General Comments section on
the "Employee Listing"


N/A N/A
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Effort output allocated to new functionalAppendix E
structure and integrated model


Finance


No. Service Central
Corporate


Business
Partnering


Agency
(MFS/CFS/SES)


Shared
Services SA


TOTAL
(FTE)


1.1 Management and strategic
direction of the finance
function


1.11 - - - 1.11


1.2 Manage policies and
procedures


0.66 - - - 0.66


1.3 Perform planning/
budgeting/forecasting


- 1.77 - - 1.77


1.4 Assist in budgeting and
cost analysis


- 2.27 - - 2.27


1.5 Evaluate and manage
financial performance /
Business Advisory Services


- 1.48 - - 1.48


1.6 Perform general
accounting


0.89 - - - 0.89


1.7 Perform cost accounting
and control


- 0.17 - - 0.17


1.8 Perform revenue
accounting


- - - 0.78 0.78


1.9 Perform fixed asset
accounting


0.02 - - - 0.02


1.10 Perform financial reporting 1.47 - - - 1.47


1.11 Perform capital project
accounting and reporting


- 0.40 - - 0.40


1.12 Process accounts payable
and expense
reimbursements


- - 3.45 - 3.45


1.14 Manage internal controls 0.44 - - - 0.44


1.15 Manage shared services
interface


0.23 - - - 0.23


1.16 Manage Accounting and
Financial Management IT
Systems


0.14 - - - 0.14


1.17 Manage credit cards 1.27 - - - 1.27


1.18 Manage Community
Emergency Fund


1.01 - - - 1.01


1.19 Incident Finance Support - 0.29 - - 0.29


1.20 Debt Collection 0.15 - - - 0.15


People
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No. Service Central
Corporate


Business
Partnering


Agency
(MFS/CFS/SES)


Shared
Services SA


TOTAL
(FTE)


2.1 Manage and implement HR
strategy and policy


0.69 - - - 0.69


2.2 Recruitment and selection 1.37 1.16 - - 2.53


2.3 Develop, manage and train
employees (incl.
organisational
development)


0.60 - 6.12 - 6.72


2.4 Manage employee and
industrial relations


- 1.34 - - 1.34


2.5 Employee and volunteer
retention and recognition


1.04 - - - 1.04


2.6 Re-deployment and
retirement


0.20 0.02 - - 0.22


2.7 HR advisory and
consultancy services


- 1.59 - - 1.59


2.8 Manage reporting
processes


0.78 - - - 0.78


2.9 Manage and maintain
employee data, forms and
templates


1.81 - - - 1.81


2.10 Grievances and disputes - 0.83 - - 0.83


2.11 Employee/Volunteer
Welfare Services


1.14 - - - 1.14


6.1 Work Health Safety and
Injury Prevention


- 3.72 - - 3.72


6.2 Injury Management and
Return to Work


3.85 - - - 3.85


6.3 WHS&IM reporting and
compliance


0.87 - - - 0.87


6.4 WHS Audit 1.10 - - - 1.10


6.5 WHS Administration - - 0.69 - 0.69


9.1 Volunteer planning, policy
and strategy


1.22 - - - 1.22


9.2 Manage volunteer youth
programs


0.92 - - - 0.92


9.3 Volunteer services advice
and support


2.81 - - - 2.81


9.4 Data and research on
volunteers


0.36 - - - 0.36


9.6 Volunteer recruitment and
retention


2.00 - - - 2.00


9.7 Volunteer and employer
recognition


0.51 - - - 0.51


9.8 Annual returns submission - - 0.61 - 0.61
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Information Technology


No. Service Central
Corporate


Business
Partnering


Agency
(MFS/CFS/SES)


Shared
Services SA


TOTAL
(FTE)


3.1 Develop and maintain IT
policies and procedures


0.67 - - - 0.67


3.2 Management of the IT
function


0.38 - - - 0.38


3.3 Develop and manage IT
customer relationships


0.31 - - - 0.31


3.4 Manage IT contracts and
external relationships


0.43 - - - 0.43


3.5 Incident Management
Support


0.87 - - - 0.87


3.6 Support business
continuity / risk


- 0.32 - - 0.32


3.7 Manage enterprise
information / content


0.45 - - - 0.45


3.8 Develop and maintain IT
solutions / systems


3.04 - - - 3.04


3.9 IT asset hardware/software
procurement/replacement


0.75 - - - 0.75


3.10 Deploy IT solutions - 1.08 - - 1.08


3.12 GIS / Spatial Systems - 0.79 - - 0.79


3.13 Helpdesk support (level 1) 1.67 - - - 1.67


3.14 Desktop support (level 2) 1.78 - - - 1.78


3.15 Technical support (level 3) 0.70 - - - 0.70
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Assets


No. Service Central
Corporate


Business
Partnering


Agency
(MFS/CFS/SES)


Shared
Services SA


TOTAL
(FTE)


4.1 High Level Government
Strategic Infrastructure
and Resourcing Plan


0.13 - 0.43 - 0.56


4.2 Identifying asset needs 0.19 - 0.56 - 0.75


4.3 Acquisition of assets 0.12 - 0.34 - 0.46


4.4 Maintenance of assets - 1.16 - - 1.16


4.5 Consultation process - 1.04 - - 1.04


4.6 Disposal of assets 0.05 - 0.13 - 0.18


4.7 Facilities management - 1.27 - - 1.27


4.8 Fleet Management 0.08 1.31 - - 1.39


4.9 Manage communications
equipment


- - 3.20 - 3.20


4.10 Record assets in databases - 0.52 - - 0.52


4.11 Maintain asset databases 0.61 - - - 0.61


4.12 Develop sourcing strategies - 0.24 - - 0.24


4.13 Procurement Management 2.59 - - - 2.59


4.14 Order materials and
services


1.32 - - - 1.32


4.15 Appraise and develop
suppliers


0.47 - - - 0.47


4.16 Major infrastructure
projects


- 0.98 - - 0.98


4.18 Project Management 1.39 - - - 1.39
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Communications


No. Service Central
Corporate


Business
Partnering


Agency
(MFS/CFS/SES)


Shared
Services SA


TOTAL
(FTE)


5.1 Manage CRD SACAD /
Communications Centre
operations


30.44 - - - 30.44


5.2 Manage operations of
information lines


5.46 - - - 5.46


5.3 Manage online
communications


1.02 0.73 - - 1.75


5.4 Manage Media Liaison - 1.13 - - 1.13


5.5 Public Relations - 0.62 - - 0.62


5.6 Marketing and awareness
campaigns


- 0.99 - - 0.99


5.7 Public information and
warnings


- - 1.13 - 1.13


5.8 Social media 0.11 0.26 - - 0.37


5.9 Stakeholder
communication


- - 2.81 - 2.81


5.11 Internal communications - - 2.13 - 2.13


5.12 Events management 0.41 0.66 - - 1.07


5.13 Community engagement - 3.64 - - 3.64


Training


No. Service Central
Corporate


Business
Partnering


Agency
(MFS/CFS/SES)


Shared
Services SA


TOTAL
(FTE)


1.13 Deliver Finance Training 0.43 0.20 - - 0.63


3.11 IT training 0.05 0.49 - - 0.54


4.17 Assets training 0.05 0.11 - - 0.16


5.10 Training development and
delivery


0.57 2.24 - - 2.81


6.6 WHS Training 0.49 - - - 0.49


8.8 EM Training 0.81 - - - 0.81


9.5 Training and development
(non-operational)


1.92 - - - 1.92


10.2 Operational Competency
Training - Strategy


- 4.11 - - 4.11


10.3 Operational Competency
Training - Administration


8.29 - - - 8.29


10.4 Operational Competency
Training - Delivery


- - 12.02 - 12.02
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Governance, Strategy and Policy


No. Service Central
Corporate


Business
Partnering


Agency
(MFS/CFS/SES)


Shared
Services SA


TOTAL
(FTE)


7.1 Board and Committee
Support


0.31 - 0.66 - 0.97


7.2 Ministerial Liaison 2.68 - - - 2.68


7.3 Policies and procedures 0.35 0.92 - - 1.27


7.4 Strategic Risk Management
and Compliance


0.70 0.39 - - 1.09


7.5 Freedom of Information - - 1.15 - 1.15


7.6 Records Management 1.03 2.98 - - 4.01


7.7 Project work - 1.62 - - 1.62


7.8 Executive support to
leadership team


- 2.79 - - 2.79


8.1 Leadership and high-level
policy advice on Emergency
Management (EM)


0.79 - 1.24 - 2.03


8.2 Representation on National
and State EM Committees
and Projects


1.27 - - - 1.27


8.3 Lead and Administer
Agreements and Programs


1.75 - - - 1.75


8.4 Implementation of the
National Strategy for
Disaster Resilience


0.10 - - - 0.10


8.5 Provide advice to support
state emergency
management arrangements


1.15 1.06 - - 2.21


8.6 Partnerships and MOUs 0.36 0.32 - - 0.68


8.7 Project management 3.61 - - - 3.61


8.9 EM exercises - - 1.10 - 1.10


8.10 Facilitate Local
Government integration to
state level arrangements


- - 1.35 - 1.35


8.11 Ministerial briefings and
correspondence, cabinet
communication


1.09 - - - 1.09


10.1 Strategic agency/sector
governance


- - 2.71 - 2.71
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Response rate statisticsAppendix F


Headcount


SAFECOM SES CFS MFS Total


Surveys disseminated 76 25 121 115 337


Response Received 72 25 97 77 271


No response 4 0 24 38 66


% response rate 95% 100% 80% 67% 80%


Note: The low response rate for MFS is due mainly to a communication issued by the United
Firefighters Union instructing MFS staff not to complete the survey.


The range of reasons for non-response are summarised in the graphic below.


31


12


8


5
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4 1


Reasons for non-response


UFU ban


On leave


Temporary position


No reason provided


Returned to shift


No longer employed in the sector


Temporary position - out of scope
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Detailed implementation planAppendix G
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PHASE 2


Project setup and planning


Establish governance structure


Define the structure, roles and responsibil ities of the Project Steering
Committee


Define the structure, roles & responsibil ities of the Project Advisory
Committee


Obtain express ions of interest from staff across SAFECOM and the Agencies
for Change teams


Identify team members, define structure and respective roles and
responsibil ities of Change teams


Develop / revise plan
Develop / revise project plan document detailing activities, timings and
responsibil ities


Project plan to be validated by the Project Steering Committee


Develop communications and stakeholder engagement plan


Prepare stakeholder engagement plan


Prepare a communications plan


Seek feedback on comms and stakeholder engagement plan from Project
Advisory Committee


Comms and stakeholder engagement plan to be validated by the Project
Steering Committee


Develop risk and mitigation plan


Populate initial  l ist of risks and mitigation actions in risk and mitigation
plan


Seek feedback on risk and mitigation plan from Project Advisory Committee


Consultation and detailed design


Consult with agencies on service gaps and needs


Design voice of customer survey to obtain views on performance and
importance of services


Identify l ist of stakeholders including internal and external customers


Administer the survey to stakeholders and follow-up to ensure maximum
responses


Collate and analyse survey results and identify service gaps and needs


Develop l ist of prioritised services and key service delivery principles


Determine nature and number of future roles


Identify relevant benchmarks to s ize up the 'to be' future services


Gather data required for benchmarking


Conduct benchmark comparisons and produce analysis related demand and
gaps in service


Determine the changes to work effort required to address these service gaps
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PHASE 2


Consultation and detailed design


Design organisational structure


Prepare organisational structure diagram down to specific position level


Brief change teams on the structure to aid their consultation with agencies -
MFS/ CFS/ SES


Incorporate feedback in organisational structure from agency consultation
on gaps


Prepare high-level al location of activities to roles in the structure


Prepare role descriptions
Develop detai led descriptions for each role including key result areas and
performance measures


Identi fy reporting relationships


Prepare service management approach


Define operational level agreements for key services
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PHASE 2


Consultation and detailed design


Consult on structure, role descriptions and service management approach


Consul tation with unions (PSA, UFU, CFS VA, SES VA) in l i ne with internal
practi ces and procedures
Consul t with each agency on the proposed organisational structure, the
method for deli very of servi ces, the job descriptions and service management
Consi der feedback from staff and unions


Confirm new organisational structure, deli very model and roles


Prepare people impact plan


Define the skills and capabilities required for each of the roles withi n the
del ivery channel s


Conduct a capabil ity assessment


Identify how the gaps wil l be addressed


Determine sel ection process for new and vacant roles


Work with agencies to place employees i nto new roles and/or recruit as
necessary
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PHASE 2 Status
Consultation and detailed design


Plan IT/Facilities


Assess IT requirement of future headcount - desktops, system access, etc


Assess faci li ty requirement based on future headcount - office equipment and
furniture


Sign-off on changes
Changes to be approved by Project Steering Committee


Implement future state
Establ ish and buil d process improvement capabil ity


Identify and commence implementation of process improvements
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Objective


This brief report is intended to be read in conjunction with the report entitled “Design of an
integrated services model for the fire and emergency services sector - Draft Report, 25 September
2015”. It addresses client feedback received on the draft report, and provides commentary on the
Emergency Services Sector’s (ESS) plans to proceed with Project 4.C.


Summary of feedback received from Chief Officers


Following the submission of the draft report on 25 September 2015, EY met with each of the Chief
Officers of the three Emergency Services Organisations (ESO) to obtain their comments in relation
to the report.  The overarching feedback was that this initial piece of work for Project 4.C has been a
necessary exercise in order to progress the sector reform agenda, whilst remembering that it is only
one step in a longer journey towards change. The key to success will be the way in which the model
is implemented, in terms of how the frontline support functions are structured, when they will be
transitioned, how and when process improvement initiatives will be addressed, and how the process
of change will be managed. Recognising that there are likely to be significant challenges across the
sector in implementing the model, there needs to be a strong focus on the narrative, in terms of why
the sector needs to change, what is changing, and what is in it for those who are affected.


Chief Officers expressed some concerns and reservations regarding how the initial project was
defined and what it did not address.  First of all, some Chiefs believe that the project’s focus was out
of sequence, and that instead of progressing with the design of a potential future model, the initial
focus should have been on understanding from frontline staff what support services they required,
including the level of quality, timeliness and frequency – thereby focusing on how support services
contribute to frontline outcomes. Furthermore, some believed that this project should have been
preceded by an analysis of the costs and benefits associated with moving towards an integrated
model. It was also noted that the project did not significantly address the lessons learned from
previous reform projects particularly in terms of what has not worked, and the risk that the new
model will be perceived as a growing SAFECOM department at the expense of the agencies. It was
noted on several occasions that taking resources out of SAFECOM has led to inefficiencies in the
past, as agencies have had to fill the gaps – e.g. 3 staff processing insurance, none of whom have
the ideal skillset. In addition, it is important to recognise that the scope of the report did not capture
volunteer effort and therefore SAFECOM and the agencies service a much larger group of
stakeholders.


Finally, some additional content for the report was proposed by Chief Officers. Rather than
incorporating this into the independent draft report, this has been included at the end of this
supplementary report.


Commentary on sector plans


Since the submission of the draft report, the Chief Executive of SAFECOM has developed a plan for
functional support to the ESS from SAFECOM. It outlines the vision, mission and values of
SAFECOM, and provides detail on how the integrated services model can be applied and
implemented in practice. In summary, five support functions comprising Finance, People, Capability,
ICT and Public Information will be established to deliver support from SAFECOM to ESOs, each of
which will be led by a Functional Lead. Furthermore SAFECOM will create three workstreams to
provide support across the sector for Governance, Board and Executive Support, PMO and
Emergency Management.


In terms of next steps, there will be a focus on determining what each ESO requires and needs in
terms of functional support, and what they are prepared to pay. This will then lead to service level
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agreements being established for each area of functional support. In relation to structure, instead of
applying a big-bang approach across all functional areas, in the short term a “virtual organisation”
will be created to deliver support services rather than moving people within the ESS. Furthermore,
an appointed functional lead will develop and implement an appropriate structure within each
function to deliver the required level of service, and then focus on implementing process
improvement opportunities at a functional level.


EY considers that this approach to change is both logical and pragmatic, and will enable change to
be managed effectively within a sector where appetite for further change is not currently strong. It
is not the optimal strategy to achieve benefits in the short term; however it will ensure that the
change process is more manageable and flexible according to the maturity of each functional area.
Furthermore, it will provide people with the autonomy to drive their own improvement agenda,
thereby encouraging ownership of initiatives. This said, it is important that the journey towards
integrated services continues in order for the sector to derive maximum benefit in the long run.


The following recommendations per function have been made by the Chief Executive of SAFECOM.
For each, EY has provided some comments and feedback.


Function Recommendations EY comments


Finance u Fully integrated service model with
services provided through either
agency, central corporate, business
partnering or Shared Services SA


u Implement harmonisation,
alignment and improvement
initiatives


u Finance is a function that lends itself well to
integrated services. Considering the sector is
quite advanced along the continuum towards
integrated finance services, there will not be
significant change, and therefore this
function should transition in the first wave.


People u Create a new ESS People function
u Review potential to outsource


workers compensation claims,
Injury Management and RTW to
another government agency or
third party


u Redefine the level of functional
support required from the function


u Training to remain within ESOs
u Look to develop common training


modules that can be delivered
across the ESS for areas of
common activity


u EY supports the creation of a broader People
function, as proposed in the draft report.


u Looking for opportunities to outsource
certain processes that are not core to the
sector is good practice, and should seek to
generate savings whilst maintaining or
improving quality of service.


u EY agrees with the need to redefine the key
services provided by the People function
from the end-user’s perspective.


u EY understands the logic behind Training
remaining within ESOs, considering the
importance of this function within each ESO.
We do, however, encourage the sector to
identify cross-agency training opportunities
where content and delivery does not
significantly differ, in order to benefit from
consolidation where appropriate.


Capability,
Acquisition,
Sustainment
& Availability


u Create a new sector-wide function
u Develop a comprehensive capability


plan for the sector
u In conjunction with the Chief


Officers and ESOs, determine the
most appropriate structure to
manage capability, acquisition,
sustainment and availability across
the sector


u EY supports this approach, whereby the
initial focus will be on developing and
implementing a cross-sector capability plan,
prior to addressing the most appropriate
structure to deliver the function. The
reasoning behind this is that the capability
function is closer to the frontline, and
therefore can be more complex in
implementing an integrated model.
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Function Recommendations EY comments


ICT u Manage ICT Opex and Capex across
the ESS to maximise commonality,
inter-operability, efficiency


u Redefine service delivery to a full
integrated service model


u Implement process harmonisation,
alignment and improvement


u EY supports this approach for the ICT
function, which tends to be a classic function
that lends itself to an integrated model. The
sector is well advanced in terms of
implementing the model, and therefore the
changes expected from transitioning are not
significant.


Public
Information,
Community
Engagement
& Media


u Create a new function to optimise
communications with the
community and within the sector


u In conjunction with the Chief
Officers and ESOs, define how best
to manage/deliver the function


u SACAD remains under the
operational control of MFS and is
not considered part of the
functional support model


u EY supports the approach for Public
Information, whereby the ESOs will play an
important role in determining structure.
Given communications in the context of the
ESS has a community-facing focus, this is
appropriate. Prior to any structural changes,
the ESOs should agree on the areas that
offer opportunity for consolidation/sharing
of resources.


u EY understands the reasoning behind
excluding SACAD staff/function from the
functional model. These staff offer a key
frontline service and the current model is
considered to be functioning well.


Additional feedback provided by Chief Officers


The following additional feedback was received in relation to the draft report:


u The first step to progress this project needs to be a clear assessment of the benefits vs costs,
supported by a comprehensive consultation process involving key stakeholders with a view to
gaining broad-based authorisation and commitment.


u Consultation would need to include volunteers and associations. A ‘voice of the customer’
process provides one perspective, but should not be relied on in totality. Customers do not
always fully understand the authorising environment and therefore can be quick to dismiss
processes that are designed to provide compliance or internal control outcomes.


u The implementation timeframe appears ambitious, given that it will be difficult to engage paid
staff and volunteers in meaningful consultation and activity due to a) existing heavy workloads,
b) holiday period, c) fire season during January/February when CFS staff and volunteers are
fully focused on preparation and response to fires, and a time associated with extreme weather
events for SES


u The achievement of improved front-line support services should be a mid- to long-term goal.
While the principle may be well established, the future state is a significant change from the
current state, and the reality is that the model will be largely using the same people that are
currently providing ‘generalist’ roles. Therefore, achievement of the conceptual benefits will not
be immediate.


u Any functional benchmarking must be relevant to the nature of services provided and
workforce composition within the SA Emergency Services Sector. Specifically, that means
provision of front line services to organisations reliant on large numbers of volunteers for the
achievement of organisational goals.


u In terms of risk management, other significant risks identified by Chief Officers include:
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o Risks to operational performance (public safety) from potentially realigning staff
from agencies to a more central location with SAFECOM


o Questionable political support if concerns raised by volunteers and unions gain
political momentum


o Questionable support of staff from operational agencies
o Potential impact of budget savings issues on the outcome of the project.
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